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NORTH HAVEN GOLF CLUB FIRE

The barn of the North Haven Golf club was destroyed by fire which
was set off by lightning about 3 p. m. Thursday. The blaze was dis
covered by caretaker Arthur Emerson.
North Haven firemen, taking
water from the club spring, were able to save the nearby club house
which ignited in one spot at the height of the barn fire. The above
photo was taken by Miss Rodine MacDonald of North Haven.

Has Truman's O.K. Convention Head

President Endorses a Full
Survey Of Quoddy Tidal
Power Project
President Truman has endorsed a
full survey into the economic fea
sibility of the proposed Passama
quoddy Tidal Power Project.
In a letter to Maine members of
Congress he said a new estimate
of the cost of such a survey follow
ing a study last Summer with new
sonar devices is three million dol
lars against an estimate of $3,KX).000 made in 1950.
•
"I think the investigation is de
sirable, and should go ahead as
soon as necessary details can be
worked out,” he wrote in the letter
sent with a copy of technical find
ings of the Army Engineers and
Geological Survey in the study last
Summer
He added that since the propo
sal to harness the extreme tides of
Passamaquoddy Bay between Maine
and New Brunswick is an interna
tional project he had asked the
State to explore with Canadian
officials the financial and other
problems involved in the proposed
surveys “so that I may be in a po
sition to recommend appropriate
action to the Congress."
The three million dollar estimate
includes $2,700,000 for the power
phases of the project and $300,000
for an investigation of the effect
on commercial fishing. The $300,000 figure also was included in the
original $3900.000 estimate made
by an international board of en
gineers after a $60,000 preliminary
survey in 1950.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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The Official Vote
Payne’s Plurality Was 3.356
—Cross Topped Hussey
By 10,778

EIGHT PAGES—5c COPY

Dragon Kiln Named For Company Officer

Thatcher Assigned At Camp Edwards

An official tabulation yesterday
Captain Herbert Thatcher of
gave Governor Payne a 3356 vote
! Sanford will succeed Lieutenant j
edge over Senator Brewster In
j Lloyd Scott as head of the Rock
their battle for Maine’s Republican
land Salvation Army Corps Wedsenatorial nomination.
: nesday.
The Governor and Executive
The official farewell service for
Council announced the totals as
j Lieutenant and Mrs. Scott, who
68,690 for Payne and 65,334 for
have been in Rockland just one
Brewster—figures compiled by the
I year, will be held Sunday evening
State Election division from local
at 7.30.
returns in the June primaries.
The couple who have guided Sal
Maine's State election will be held
vation Army affairs locally the past
Sept. 8.
[ year, expressed their appreciation j
The official canvass confirmed
this morning for the co-operation
the election night report by the As
; they have received in the section I
sociated Press on results of all ma
j generally.
jor contests.
Here are the official results of
the other primary contests:
Republican gubernatorial—State
Senate President Burton M. Cross
NBC To Film Event For
54,865, Executive Council Chairman
“Industry Today” and
Leroy F. Hussey 44.087, and former
Roy Joyce
State Senator Neil S Bishop. 36931.
The board of directors of Dragon Cement Company gathered at the Thomaston plant Thursday to
Use On 47 Stations
Democratic Senatorial—Roger P. inspect the plant and view Ihe new kiln which has now been in operation but a few weeks. Left to right
Roy
E.
Joyce
of Rockland, a for
above are: James II. Ackerman of New York, president of the company; Vice President William II. Klein, a
The Maine Seafoods Festival will
Dube, 12,569, Earl S. Grant 9672.
leader in Ihe industry, for whom the kiln was named, and managrr of the Northampton. Penna., plant
mer
prisoner
of
war during World
First District Democratic U. S. ' of the company, and Vice President John Pomeroy, manager of the Thomaston plant. The plate on the kiln be covered this year by a television
Representative—James A McVicar fare dedicating it to Klein may be seen at the center by his shoulder. Mr. Pomeroy christened the new team from the National Broadcast War II and a Red Cross worker In
ing Company. Arrangements were Korea has been assigned to the
unit with a bottle of champagne.
4209, Dr. Adrian H. Scolten 2538.
completed Friday
through the American Red Cross headquarters
Second District Democratic U.
Maine Development Commission at Camp Edwards, Mass.
S. Representative—Leland B. Cur
He is the son of Mrs. Lillian G.
and the Maine Department of Sea
rier 5542, Antonio M. Chiaravalloti
Joyce of 74 Willow street and is
I and Shore Fisheries.
3817.
The entire three day Festival married to the former Katherine F.
will be covered on film and later Rice also of Rockland. The couple
Playgrounds
! made a feature of the nationwide have two children Keryn Y. Joyce
TV show “Industry Today,” which age five and Mark E. Joyce twq.
Joyce entered the Armed Forces
Community Park and South
is sponsored by the American As
on July 16, 1952 in the Army Air
sociation of Manufacturers.
School Open Monday; To
The completed show, which will Force. He made his 29th mission
Start Swimming 7th
Milford Payson, Camden High
Payson is a prominent figure in also include footage on Maine fish over Berlin on March 6, 1944 and
School instructor and president of the community where he has taught eries in general, will be televised was knocked down over Holland.
Recreational Director Mike Di
Renzo and his staff will open the
the Camden Outing Club is held in French in the high school for 17 over a network of 47 stations a He spent the next 14 months in a
years.
municipal playgrounds Monday.
prisonor of war camp In Germany,
short time after the Festival.
$5000 bonds on three morals
He has many times been identi
Registration of children will be un
being released on May 8, 1945.
j charges.
fied with community projects and
derway all day Monday at Com
He joined the American Red
Payson pleaded innocent to all most recently with the construct
munity Park and the South School.
Cross over a year ago and was sent
1 three charges Friday morning when ing of the high school gymnasium
DiRenzo will be at the South
to Korea to join the 23rd Infantry
! arraigned before Rockland Munici and the drive which raised funds
School grounds with Miss Nancy
of the Second Division. Upon re
pal Court Judge Zelma Dwinal at to provide chairs for the building.
Leach. Miss Beverly Merchant and
turning from Korea he was as
' a restricted hearing in the police
In the school, he has for several
Bruce Stratton will be at Com
signed to Camp Edwards.
) years been the faculty leader in the
station at Rockland.
munity Park.
He wears the Air Medal with
Only members of the press and Washington trips of the Seniors
The swimming program, which is
three clusters. Purple Heart, the
Payson’s bondsmen, plus County and the Quebec trips of the French
to start July 7, is still minus a site.
European Theatre ribbon with one
i Attorney Curtis Payson and Sheriff { language classes.
The Chickawaukie Lake location is
battle star and the Air Crew mem
Willard
Pease
were
admitted
to
the
He
is
president
of
the
Camden
not to be used this year and a new
ber wings.
; hearing.
Outing Club, an office which he
Ambrose C. Cramer
location is being sought, possibly
Bail was provided by Harold S. has held for several years. He has
on salt water.
Today The Courier-Gazette pre
high school and played in the St.
Corthell, Camden clothier, and generally been associated with com
Groups assigned to swimming
George Minstrels last March.
sents the second in a series of pic i Percy R. Keller, former Camden munity projects over the years.
classes will meet on Mondays for
Payson offered no comment on
children from six to eight years of tures and sketches on Civil Defense town manager.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
the situation at the time of ar
Arrested Thursday in Camden
age. Those between nine and 11 personnel in the county. Ambrose
If I had my life to live again, I
will swim Tuesday and Thursdays C. Cramer of Rockport, assistant I Payson was taken into custody raignment in Rockland on Friday
would have made a rule to read
1 about 4.30 p. m. Thursday by Sher morning.
and those over 11 on Wednesdays director, Knox County.
some poetry and listen to some
A
retired
architect
of
national
iff
Willard
Pease
on
a
warrant
and Fridays. Twenty-five children
music at least once a week. The
Forty ships of the Atlantic Fleet,
from each playground will be ac prominence, formerly of Chicago, sworn out by County Attorney Cur
loss of these tastes is a loss of hap
and
units
of
the
Atlantic
Fleet
Ma

Mr. Cramer came to Rockport after tis Payson. The arrest Was made
piness.—Charles Darwin.
commodated each day.
rines are undergoing an amphibious
Swimming permit forms will be service in the State Department in a shop in the main busiess sec
AN UNDERSTANDING HEART
training exercise in the Caribbean.
available next weejt to parents at and as director, U. S. Lend-Lease tion of the community.
I smiled and nodded brightly
Participating
in
Training
Exercise
1
program to British Empire and
At the time of the arrest, a single
To people that I knew.
aboard the attack cargo ship USS
Commonwealths.
|
warrant
existed.
During
the
period
morning hours of 9 to 11. 30 and
How could they guess
He served as lieutenant, Naval between arrest and arraignment, Thuban, is Henry W. Waters, sea
My heart's distress,
Joyce Marion Barnes
from 1.30 to 4 during the afternoon.
man
apprentice,
USN,
son
of
Mr.
The sorrow in it, too.
It is being started through the Aviation Reserve, during World two additional warrants were ob
St.
George
will
send
Miss
Joyce
and
Mrs.
Veda
C.
Scott
of
Union.
I trotted by thtm briskly
efforts of the Rockport Booster War I, receiving the Legion of tained by County Attorney Pay- Two training amphibious assaults Marion Barnes, 18, to the Maine
With footsteps firm and strong.
Club and there will be organized Honor from France and returning son.
wil be made: one at Vieques Seafoods Festival as its Sea Prin
How could they know
to
Paris
as
a
student
in
the
Na

Payson
was
able
to
obtain
bonds
games for all ages. Swings, teeters,
My will to go
Island off the coast of Puerto Rico, cess.
and sand boxes are available and tional School of Fine Arts. 1921-25. and was freed' from the County and another at Onslow Beach, N.
Just barely crept along?
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Residing
on
Sea
street,
Rockport,
Jail
by
6.30
p.
m.
for
appearance
So as I hide my sorrows,
it is hoped to add more equipment
C.
Members
of
the
exercise
will
Mrs.
Floyd
Barnes
of
St.
George
he is active in many community in Rockland Municipal Court at 10
Dear Lord help me to see
later.
have
an
opportunity
to
visit
ports
and is a graduate of St. George
That there are those
A program for swimming will be enterprises, such as trustee, Cam a. m. Friday. Harold Corthell of in the Caribbean area.
High School in the class of 1951.
den
Community
Hospital;
seoretary,
Camden
appeared
as
surety
for
the
Who too hide woes
worked out as soon as possible.
She is presently employed as a sec
And need my sympathy.
Knox County General Hospital; $5000 bail set.
The jury sometimes fails to con retary in the offices of Central
—Selected.
I vice president, United CamdenIncidents Back Over Years
vict on circumstantial evidence— Maine Power Company at Rock
!
Rockport
charities;
vice-commo

One charge of indecent liberties but the neighbors never do.
Lobsters - Clams
land.
dore, Camden Yacht Club; Rock with a 15-year-old boy is alleged to
Miss Barnes will enter the Maine STILL THE BIG 50c DANCE
port budget committee; and Rock have occurred on Nov. 18. of 1949.
WHOLESALE and RETAIL
Sea Goddess contest under the So. Thomaston Grange Hall
port development an recreation Bail of $2000 was set in that case.
FREE SEACOAST
sponsorship of Darold Hocking of EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
committee.
A second charge charge alleged
Hocking Granite
Industries of Woodcock’s Orchestra—8.30 to 12.
As
assistant
director,
Knox
Coun

on
the
same
date;
Bail
was
set
at
PICNIC GROUNDS
DOOR PRIZE WEEKLY
Clark
Island.
ty Civil Defense, he is its chief of the same crime with a boy of 14
6-Th*8-tt
Open Every Night until 8 P. M.
She was active in dramatics in
staff.
$1500 in the case.
A third charge alleged felonious
Sim's
both playgrounds. Children must assault in a crime against nature
BOTTLED GAS
Lobster Pound
have forms signed by parents be on Aug. 1, 1951.
Payson bailed out for appear
fore they can swim.
By Special Arrangement...
SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE
COOKS. HEATS • MAKES ICE
ance at the November term of Knox
64-118
JULY 4th—at the
Superior Court.

Festival On TV

CAMDEN TEACHER HELD IN S5,090

Milford Payson Charged With Three
Morals Offenses Involving Minors

Sea Princess

Maine funeral directors will
gather at the Samoset Hotel Sunday
and Monday for the annual sessions
of the State Association.
Mrs. Leah Davis Brooks of Thom- '
aston, association president will di- i
rect the convent'on which is to
have the president of the National
Funeral Directors’ Association as
principal speaker.
This is the third year in which
the group has chosen Rockland as
its convention site.

Rockport Play
Judkins To Start Summer
Children’s Sunervised
Playground Monday

The Rockport playground will
open Monday with Bill Judkins as
supervisor. It will be in operation
SUNDAY AT 3.30 P. M
for children of all ages from Mon
,
STATION WLAW
days
through Fridays during the
123-8-tf

— WANTED —

EXPERIENCED STITCHERS
Good Pay, Pleasant Working Conditions. Steady
Work, 5 Day, 40 Hour Week. Learners Applica
tions accepted. Apply at once

J. B. PEARSON COMPANY
THOMASTON, MAINE
77-78

Mobil-flame

The Office of

UNION FUEL COMPANY

SOCONYVACUUM

Frederick C.

Henry A. Leonard, Prop.
UNION, MAINE

Dennison, M. D.

TELEPHONE 24

THOMASTON

RANGE OIL-FUEL OIL

WILL BE CLOSED
From July 1 to July 31
Inclusive

Prompt, Dependable and Automatic Deliveries

73-78

COMPTON’S

282 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
TEL 1138

76-78

Long Investigation

ROCKLAND DRIVE-IN THEATRE

County Attorney Payson said
Thursday night that the investi
BOTTLXB gation had been conducted over a
period of several weeks.
The county attorney and the
sheriff were assisted in their in
vestigation by an investigator of
the Attorney General's Department
whose identity was not made
known.

S-S-tf

CURLEY O’BRIEN

IN PERSON!

Furore In Camden

The arrest
and subsequent
charges has the vacation commun
ity of Camden buzzing.

the Finest in
Gas Appliances
MAGIC CHEF RANGES

BID NOTICE
Bids will be opened July 8, 1952.

Bids to be mailed to County Commissioners, Court House.
Rockland. These Items may be inspected on premises. Apply

Bids will be received on the individual

Items or one lump sum and the County Commissioners reserve

WANTED

SERVEL REFRIGERATORS

Spruce Head Lobster Corp.

Men and Women

RUUD WATER HEATERS

SPRUCE HEAD, MAINE

APPLY AT ONCE

4 Experienced Lobster Handlers

Rockland

Apply In Person To

Poultry Co.

By

HENRY THOMPSON
At Main Plant, Spruce Head, Maine

the right to reject anv or ail bids.

KNOX COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

BRYANT WATER HEATER

— WANTED —

Bids will be received for the following articles which are
for sale; 21 Settees, 21 Jury Chairs. 12 Hoop-Back Cane Seated

at Sheriff's office.

Volume 107, Number 78

Salvation Army Is Sending
Sanford Officer To Take
Scott’s Place Here

C-D Leaders

BILLY GRAHAM
HOUR OF DECISION

Chairs, 5 Rocking Chairs.

$5 00 per year
$2.50 six months

77-79

r

See Us Today

Albert E. MacPhail

WESTERN MUSICAL

JAMBOREE
BOX OFFICE OPEN AT SrSV
JAMBOREE^ STARTS AT 7.00

Continuous “In Person” Entertainment
Until Showtime!!
NO ADVANCE IN PRICE!
CHILDREN (Under 12) FREE

| 442 MAIN ST.

41 TILLSON AVENUE

69-tf
76-78

With His Great - BIG -

TEL 738
ADULTS 60c

ROCKLAND, ME.

78-79
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

AT THE STRAND, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

AT KNOX THEATRE SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Outdoor f
AROUND

lj|
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KNOX COUNTY

iru^r
By

“Ralph vv tyler
The State's new Chief Warden
who will take over at the retire
ment of Col. Lester E Brown late
ln August will be Elmer Ingraham
former supervisor of the Bingham
area
Ingraham is 51 and has been on
the Pish and Oame Department
staff for 22 years, the last 15 as a
Widen supervisor
Most of the sportsmen of District
B. which embraces this area, was
hoping to see Charles Head get the
psaition. for we all think our supervhor is Just about the best in the
Warden’s Service.
• • • •
The items in the last column
about the Charlie Miller-Steve Ca
sey race on the Charles river and
the Camden Derby, both events of
Sunday June 22. just "missed the
beat" and appeared too late to be

bet for completion of the long de
sired passage to the lake shore
More about it later.

Saw two large strange birds fly
ing close to the Marsh last Sunday
which I took to be cranes until I
discovered there was a wide band
of white which showed on the un
derside of each wing as they
passed overhead.
Their wing spread was around
five feet and they were definitely a
long necked bird. However their
legs ware not as long as the blue
heron and did not trail behind.
They flew very slowly on large
wings that were rounded at the
tips, and their overall color was
black and white or very dark gray.
Possibly they were strangers to
this area.
A few years ago we had a peli
new*.
can ln and around "Keag" river
However, two Maine daily papers for several weeks.
did not mention the Miller-Casey
• * * •
race in their Monday morning edi
Probably there isn’t a poorer pis
tions and perhaps I overestimated tol shot in Eastern Maine than I
the importance of the match.
am.
Anyway Charlie lost to Casey and
It isn’t that I haven’t tried either
his speedy skull-shell, proving that for there was a time when my doortwo oars are faster than one pad yard was full of empty burrs left
dle on some crafts.
from target practice.
Bob Foye writes to me from Au
gusta headquarters that he seeks a
flock of anglers to assist in a commg "physical examination" of va
rious fish in the waters of Knox
Oounty, to take place this Summer.
Dr. Marvin Meyer. Associate Pro
fessor of Zoology. U. of M., is to
conduct a study of parasites of va
rious species of Maine fish and
needs living specimens to work on.
More will appear in this column
regarding the study and I am in
hopes to present Mr. Foye with the
names of at least one person at
each of our ponds and lakes who
will assist in the project.
At the recent meeting of the
Knox Oounty Fish ana Game Asso
ciation in South Thomaston a pro
posal to make the September meet
ing an all-out working party to
cumplete the Alford Lake road, was
made by Al Young.
The idea was a hit from the start
and was at once approved by the
club.
The meeting will- take place at
the Alford Lake property of the
Association Thursday Sept. 18.
Final details have yet to be
worked out by Al and his threeman sommittee, but it has already
been decided that the grounds will
be illuminated by a portable gener
ator to permit ample light for
working, the supper will be “box
lunch.” and the entertainment will
be an orchestra of shovels, axes and
road building equiment with a pos
sible cross-cut-saw duet by Leland
Briggs and Floyd Gushee with ac
companiment by Nilo on the “Cantdog."
Seriously, this looks like the best

CASH

FOR GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS
TOP PRICES PAID

Drewetfs Garage
Kouts 1

Tel. 33-3

WARREN

Kaiser-Frazer Henry J.
Sales and Service
75-tf

WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
tO-81 RANKIN ST.,
BOOKLAND
S-B-tf

On a moderate southerly wind I
can hear the boys at Batty's Gar
age every time they pull the trig
’ ger on a hand gun.
Just before World War 1. I went
on a trapping expedition to East
Union with a Camden pal of mine
by the n^me of Mortimer Robbins
and we each had an H.R. .22 cal.
6-inch barreled revolver.
Mortimer (who later died in the
Canadian Army) was one of the
best pistol shots I ever saw.
Our trapping headquarters was
the Maxwell house on the side of
Bumfaggin Hill which my father
had just purchased.
After dark we would lay on our
cots near the kitchen stove and
shoot at flies on the ceiling which
came out to enjoy the heat from
our fire.
Our one delight was to spot a fly
over the other fellows cot and
bring down a shower of plaster on
him by blasting at it.
Mortimers technique got so good
finally that he tried shooting from
the hip to relieve the monotony and
I believe he would have perfected
lt, but one night most of the plas
tering fell off and spoiled all the
fun, and the biggest and heaviest
piece was directly over his cot.
We quit our inside target prac
tice (and trapping too) suddenly
one evening when we had an unexected visit from my father.
He wasn't so disturbed over the
falling of the old ceiling plaster,
but when he came down from the
attic with 15 rolls of new wallpa
per riddled with bullets, then the
Cun began.
How a man could run so fast and
keep one foot at the seat of my
trousers at the same time has al
ways been a mystery to me.
•• • •
Fred Pillsbury and a fishing
companion from
Massachusetts
showed up at my house the other
day with a perfectly practical oneman boat that weighs just 26
pounds, and snuggles nicely into a
compact back pack for easy car
rying. Costs $95
The boat is made of plastic treat
ed canvas on an aluminum tubular
frame.
He assembled the craft and
jumped into it less than two min
utes, and folded up in the bottom
was a pair of oars.
That's not all either Before they
left they gave me a 7 1-2 foot Ger
man made No. 7x diameter leader
with a breaking test of two pounds.
When I looked at it I thought it
was a blonde hair and when he
mentioned Germany I was sure it
was, but isn’t. The leader has been
sold in this country for some time
and as far east as L. L. Bean’s in
Freeport, but heavy demand has
kept the supply down.

POWER LAWN MOWERS
With Briggs & Stratton Gasoline Engines

'

$96.00 and up

Electric Lawn Trimmers
A Greal Time and Energy Saver!

We Maintain a SeiVice and Repair Parts
For Our Merchandise

EMIL Rite, Inc.
342 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LOSED DURING
(OUR SHOP WILL BE
FOURTH OF JULY' I WEEK-END)
. 75-76*78-79

?'<<;•

[EDITORIAL]

*

SENATOR BREWSTER S THANKS
We like the tone of Senator Brewster's personal letter
received today by the friends who helped in the campaign.
The Senator said, in part:
"We were naturally deeply disappointed that we could not
more completely justify your confidence by leading on to vic
tory. But we have the enduring satisfaction of having kept
our side of the campaign on a level worthy of the traditions
of Maine and of having that kind of a campaign supported by
more Maine Republicans i65.357> than ever before voted for
a Republican candidate in a Primary contest. That tends
in some measure to justify our faith.
"My wife and I are poorer in this world's goods than
when we entered public life, but we are richer in all the
happy associations throughout Maine and will carry with us
always the memory of those who have shown their confidence
in our ideals by helping us along the way. Our interest in
Maine and in the future of our country is as keen as ever
and we shall look forward to continuing to work with all
those who think seriously about the problems of the world
today and the duty of this generation to take care that we
do not dissipate our great heritage.”

S3

-hh
f
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Ronald Reagan, playing Grover Cleveland Alexander, is handed the
ball by Frank Loveioy, as Rogers Hornsby, in the World Series high
light of "The Winning Team,” Warner Bros.' film tribute to Alex the
Great. Doris Dav has the leading female role in the picture which opens
Sundav at the Knox Theatre.

WAR AND LABOR COSTS
What a pity we have to have labor strikes and Korean
wars. We all know (providing statistics are correct) what
the latter coat, but there is no way of accurately estimating
what labor troubles cost. The Associated Press in today’s
summary says that the current steel strike has already cost
Philip Murray’s steelworkers $253,000,000 in wages, with
increasing hardship in all sections of the country. The strike
does not affect the steelworkers alone, for the latest survey
shows that 216.320 workers in allied industries have been laid
off or ordered not to report for work after July 2. The pity
of it!

WHAT BREWSTER SAID
"I don’t like to dignify the matter by a denial." aaid
Senator Brewster when confronted by the rumor that he
would run for re-election as an Independent. In refusing to
issue a blanket denial, Brewster recalled a statement he
issued after his primary defeat. At that time he said:
“I am as much interested as ever in Republican success
because I believe it is vital to the progress and peace of our
Country and the world."

IN BETTER FOCUS
“Nobody has to drink his way into politics or drink to
stay in. Not in Washington or back home."
So says Judge Jed Johnson, who 'served in the Oklahoma
State Senate for seven years and in Congress for 20 years
before being appointed to the IJnited States Customs Court
in 1947.
The judge makes no attempt to give politics a clean bill
on the drinking count But his words sound a note of hope
which should be heard lest bibulosity in high nlaces be seen
as the norm in Washington—when it is still, despite the
headlines, a deviation from the normal.
The judge writes in a recent edition of the Christian
Herald that with a few notable exceptions he has found
members of Congress to be “high class patriotic, hard-working
sober citizens, comparable morally to the average American."
He says, moreover, in his recollection extremely few of
our lawmakers who were what are usually called excessive
drinkers have reached positions of importance and power.
"I could call the roll of the elected leaders of both houses
of Congress," he writes, "as well as the heads of the impor
tant standing and special committees, and it is almost un
canny how the Congress itself, with remarkably few excep
tions. relies on its non-drinkers, who are conspicuously ab
sent from Washington cocktail parties and capital city
taverns.”
,
The statement by the judge, who is himself a teetotaler,
is welcome. Besides putting the headlines in better focus, he
underscores an important point: the need for lawmakers to
be clearheaded at all times, and the responsibility of the
public to place and keep such men in office.—Christian
Science Monitor.

LITRE LEAGUERS TO PARADE
Will Show Off Uniforms and Play Exhibi

tion Games On Wednesday
Little League in Rockland will
go on parade next Wednesday eve
ning at 6 o’clock.
President Oharles Thornton an
nounced Thursday that the four lo
cal teams will participate in the
parade which will start at the Gen
eral Berry Square. The parade
route will take the youngsters and
their sponsors through the business
section to Schofield-White Park,
where the games are played.
Each team will be in uniform and
will be followed in the line of
march by its sponsoring club.

Sponsors of the four clubs are the
Kiwanis, Lions and Rotary Clubs
and the Odd Fellows.
League officers will also take part.
Officials are headed by Charles
Thornton as president and George
Gay as vice president. Dr. Rupert
Stratton is treasurer and James
Connellan the secretary.
Donald J. Chisholm has been in
strumental in the outfitting of the
teams which received their uni
forms a week ago.
There is the possibility that the
Legion drum and bugle corps may

STOCK CAR RACING

Sunday, June 29

Washington, Maine
RACEWAY
POST TIME: 2 00 P M.

ALL CARS WELCOME

Come To Thomaston's Big 4th

3 DAYS-JULY 3, 4,5

ENTERTAINMENT FOR OLD AND YOUNG
JULY 3—
6.00 P. M., Old Timers’ Baseball,
Thomaston-Warren
9.00 P. M., Coronation Ball for Sea Goddess
JULY 4—
10.00 A.M., 15 Kilometer Championship Road
Race
11.30 A M , Big Parade
2.30 P.M., Drill by Sacret Heart Drum and
Bugle Corps
4.00 P.M., Baseball, Warren vs. Rockland
9.30P.M., Gigantic Fireworks Display
JULY 5—Little League and Children's Day
2.30 - Little League Baseball - 2 games
Reduced Rates for Children’s Rides
— Midway and Games Continuously —
DON T MISS THIS BIG CELEBRATION
78-79

/

The two exciting love stories of one woman is told in Columbia pic
tures' "Paula" starring Loretta Young at the Strand Theatre starting
Sunday. Kent Smith and Alexander Knox are also featured. In addi; tion to the above screen program on Monday night there will be the
second in a series of “lloney-Pot" intermission audirnce participation
game, which thrilled movie-goers with its initial appearance on last
Monday.

FROM MEMORY'S REALM
Wherein Is Described the Story Of Capt.
Frank Crockett, "Governor Of

CHAMPIONSHIP AI SIAKE

Dix Island"

Result Of the Rockland-Warren Game

(By Frank A. Winslow)

One of the best natured and best well defined and trodden path on
Might Determine the Winner
liked men in Knox County, gath the east end of Dix Island. It leads
ered to his fathers many years ago, irom the home of Crockett to the
was Captain Frink Crockett, who end of the island, and has been
• By Bob Mayo)
were attending the games nightly. was known hereabouts as the Gov made by him in his patrol of the
shores during the storms on the
As this Is written the big WarrenIn the Surburban league Rock ernor of Dix Island.
I was reminded of him yesterday watch for vessels in distress.
Rockland game on which would port was still the team to beat.
while pursuing the files of The
The crew ot this independent life
hir.ge the pennant winner in the Blessed with an excellent defense
i Courier-Gazette I came across the saving service is composed of the
first half had yet to be played-a and good pitching they took full following story which appeared in in habitants of the island. When
win for the surprising Rockets advantage of opponents’ mistakes the Aug. 17 issue of the year 1907 Cap'n Crockett sounds the call,
would clinch the flag while a Tiger and were holding a game lead over
A man with a good natured look, none fails to respond.
victory plus a Sunday win over Thomaston as this was written. The some past middle age turned the
It is easier to dare the danger of
Waldoboro would bring the War Panthers in the Waldoboro league corner from Sea street and came the sea than to face the wrath of
ren team home in front.
had shown early foot but, as in the toward the entrance to the Thorn the Governor. A coward is the most
Elsewhere in the circuit things case of the Rockland league, the dike Hotel. At the sight of the fi contemptible thing on the face of
vere going badly. Camden had for other teams were closing in.
gure a warm smile came to the typ the earth, in the Crockett code.
feited it’s last two games and there
In Thomaston. Rockport and ical Celtic face of jovial John Ihe man who says he would rather
appeared strong doublt if they Camden, boys who had failed to Donahue.
be a live coward than a dead hero
could field a team for the second make the first teams were contin
“How are yer, Cap’n” saluted finds no friend in this man But, be
half due to start on the Fourth of uing in competition amongst them John stretching forth his glad it said to their credit, the men ln
July; in Thomaston the Clippers, selves and it was expected that right hand, "how’s things on the Mussell Ridge Plantation are no
lacking their spark and drive of games would be arranged among island?"
cowards.
former years were for the third the "farm teams" of the three
“Middlin’, just
middlin’’, not
The acquisition of the titles pf
straight year enmeshed in an ar towns in order to continue the what they uster be ”
Governor and Moderator by Cap'n
gument with the Fourth of July boy's interest Thomaston has two
And that was my first introduc Crockett is a fitting illustration of
committee there which was caus such teams which compete twice tion to Cap’n Frank Crockett, bet the fact that seme men are born to
ing hard feelings and loss of pa weekly amid much shouting and ter known here in Rockland as the lead and that they cannot be pre
tronage to the team.
many errors, but with unabated in Governor of Dix Island and the vented from so doing, try as they
Only St. George and Rockland, terest. All in all Little League ball moderator of Mussell Ridge Plan will.
plus possibly Waldoboro, appeared was a success throughout the area tation.
Crockett, but a plain, humble
. to be playing ball because they and is obviously here to stay. It
Cap’n Crockett is one of the fisher and farmer, has naturally
; loved the game. The rest were act- behooved the Twilight circuit to characters of this section of betome the leading spirit of Dix
| ing as though the heavens would pull themselves together and stop Maine. However, don't make the Island the Mussel Ridge Plantation.
fall if they lost and the air was their bickering or they would com mistake that he is the type of char Wnen it came to selecting a mod
| thick with condemnation of um- pletely dose patronage.
acter one so often sees pictured out erator for the island, the unanimous
ires, opponents and fate. No one
♦ • » •
in stories of Maine coast life. He is selection was Frank Crockett. All
appeared to blame their losses on
The surprisingly good showing of the true type of men. of the the other men of the plantation
their own lack of playing ability. of the Rockets was a credit to man coast. Honest, brave, foolhardy, agreed that he was the man for the
There was so much hard feeling ager Pooch Starr who had done an you might say, in the face of dan place. This came without solicita
that one prominent manager swore excellent job at the helm The good ger, such men are true heroes of tion on his part. Many a man in
to quit after the first half "It isn’t work of the youngsters, Bobby the ocean. To them many a sail- Maine cities and towns have been
fun anymore” he said.
Gardner, Gary Seavey, Christy orman owes his life, through their chosen, unanimously for office, but
* « * «
Alex and Fioyd Johnson was a big efforts many a home has been if you follow the thing out you find
While all this was going on the factor in their success, plus the add turned from one of mourning to a ati.g lot of wire pulling and button
three Little Leagues in the area ition of Billy Holden and Al Bar- place of rejoicing.
holing. has been done before the
were outdrawing their elders and low the latter was hitting with his
This last, without question, ap convention or election. There was
were in general giving the crowds a old time authority and Dick Sta plies more strongly to Cap’n Frank none of it in Crockett's case The
good show While their elders in the ples was slugging the ball when it Crockett of Dix Island than to any people just said Frank Crockett will
other circuit wrangled, the kids counted. It was the best Rocket man on the coast. Through his own make the best Moderator, he has
kept playing, making many mis team to show in three years and force of character, his indomitable got to take it, and he did.
takes but improving all the time. they were showing the ability to • pluck and determination, he prob- j The plantation consists of nine
The Rockland league saw the early win the games that had to be won. ably has caused the rescue of islands, Dix, being the largest, and
season dominance of the Kiwanis
more endangered seamen than has man rules supreme. He is looked
Wasps Lost On Error
team seriousiy challenged as the
Vinalhavens Little League Hor any other from Kittery Point to up to by others and given as much
other teams improved steadily.
respect as any king—more than
nets scored their third straight Quoddy Head.
There was no longer talk of break
Without commission from the some. His control is absolute, his
victory over the Wasps Wednesday
ing up the league leaders to im
as again errors and wild throws government, acting only as the nat word law. Because of this, those
prove the league and good crowds
brought the Wasps crumbling in de ural instinct of humanity dictates, here in Rockland who know the
feat. The Wasps are fully as strong has has constituted himself a life- islanders best have given him the
march with the youngsters who
as the Hornets as a team for in the saver which has won recognition of title of gavernor.
range in age from eight years to
It was many years ago that Gov.
three games played the Hornets i all these mariners.
just short of their twelfth birthday.
Not a steamer or schooner passes Crockett first proved himself a
lead them with only eight hits. The
Coaches of the teams are: Eric
! during the hours of daylight but friend of the sailor in time of need.
Bush. Kiwanis. with Carroll Tiffin final score Wednesday was 14 to 12. j her decks are plainly visible from a
Continued oil Page Thiee)
The
game
was
played
before
a
assisting; Ray Foley and Gerald
capacity
crowd
in
the
third
base
Margeson, Odd Fellows; Ted Andrsu
and Al Nichols the Lions and John bleachers, that is considering the
condition of the bleachers. A cap
Karl and Sam Glover, Rotary.
After the parade, the four teams collection was made and a total of
THIRrt A
will take part in brief exhibition $5.89 was taken for the gate re
games with City Council Chairman ceipts. This money will be used to
Carl Stilphen throwing out the first buy more equipment for the boys
ball to start the events off in big as some of them come for practice
TO DO
*
without gloves and do the best
league style.
■VIRYTNIND
they can barehanded.
Harold Anderson
and Byerly
Martin were the hitting highlights
ARTESIAN WELLS
with a home run for each. Martin
LEWIS HERBERT & SON also contributed a double and a
DRILLERS SINCE 1912
single in four trips to the 4)1*16.
Islesboro
Tel. Dark Hbr. 74-3
Next game Wednesday July 2, at
56tf
6 p. m.

You’re right in
wanting to own
your home!

GOOD USED CARS

25 GOOD USED AUTOMOBILES AND TRUCKS

Comfort, peace of mind and security for your family...
these are the advantages of home ownership. Remember,

too, a home of wood is a sound investment...beside the

A Car For All Purses and Purposes

pride and joy it brings, the house you build of wood today

FINANCED THROUGH SHAWMUT BANK. BOSTON

Don’t forget the Planet Jr., Tractors we sell, and
the Fairbanks Morse Power Lawn Mowers

HAROLD B. KALER
WASHINGTON, MAINE

TELEPHONE 6-25

ALWAYS OPEN FOR BUSINESS
78-K

will have high resale value tomorrow.

Let us show you how easy it is to stair building a home of
your own right now!

Passmore Lumber Co.
By the Arch Where There's Plenty of Perking Space

TEL.

CAMDEN-2330

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, June 28, 1952
Hospital Notes

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
Jane 30—Maine Funeral Directors'
Annual
Convention. Samoset
Hotel.
July 2—Canton Lafayette Auxiliary
No. 18. meets at IOOF Hall.
July 3-6—U.

S

Camera Magazine

roar at Raneeley
July 3—Theta Rho Oirls Club meets
7 p. m., I OOF. Hall
July 3. 4, and 5—Tnomaston’s “In
dependence Day" oelebratlon.
July 4—Independence Day
July 4-13- aforld’s Championship
Tuna Harpoon Derby, Orr's Island
and Bailey's Island.
July 7-18—Federated Church Daily
Bible School. Thomaston.
July 7-31—Annual financial cam
paign of the Rockland District
Nursng Association.
July ll-r3—Maine Broiler Days at

BelfasJ.

July 14—Red Crocs Bloodmobile to
visit Rocklannd. 10 a m.-4 p. m
Bok Home
July 15——Rebekahs meet 7,30
IOOF Hall
July 17—Emblem Club meets 8 p. m.
at Elks Home
July 17—Camden Garden Club
Open House
July 20—Odd Fellows Annual Picnic
at Oilberts Lobster Pound, Pem
aquid Beach.
July 20-26—Waterville celebrates Its
sesquicentennial year
July 20-27—York celebrates its ter
centennial

July 26-Aug

3—International Re
gatta and Water Sports Festival
it Boothbay Harbor
July 2D-July 3—National Conven
tion of BF W. at Hotel Statler.
Boston.
Aug. 1-2-3—Maine Lobster <& Sea
foods Festival.

Aug. 10—American Legion Youth
Picnic
Aug. 10-17—Centennial Wsek or St.
Peter's Church.
Aug. 13—Historical Pageant of St.
Peter's Church at Community
Building
Aug. 14—Centennial Banquet of St.
Peter's Church.
Aug. 18-77—Union Pair
Aug. 20—Maine’s Three-quarter
Century Club at the University of
Maine, Orono.
Aug 31—At Baptist Church. War
ren, Mid-Summer Concert.

"Tai" McNutt .and a group of
young people from Boston will con
duct a Christian Youth Rally at
the Rrst Baptist Church of Rock
land on Thursday, July 3 at 7.45
p m.

Arrived—Blouses and other things
at Fannie's Dry Goods Store, 15
Park Street.
76-78

OPS. cardboard signs now
available at The Courier-Gazette
ofllce—four for 50 cents Oet them
ln the front office
tf
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of my dear
father, Charles Sprague, who
passed away June 28. 1950.
T8-lt

Mrs Helen Hoffses.

IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of Agnes K
Shepherd, who passed away June
20. 1946
Husband. Son and Daughter
Rockland. June 28, 1961.
78-lt

Mrs. Doris R Arey. Mrs Elesnor
Oonway, Mrs Frances Gilchrist
and Mrs Doris A Arey of Marguer; ite Chapter, Vinalhaven were overI night guests of Miss Marion UpI ham in Rockport Wednesday folj lowing the School of Instruction for
District 11. In company with Miss
, Upham and Mrs. Helena Kenney
I they attended the inspection of
Beach Chapter, Lincolnville in the
evening.

Thomaston Fetes Sea Princess Candidates

Mrs Mary Luizza, 28 Front street
Rockland, brought in some Life '
Magazines
-KCGH—

The R N Club met at Eddie j
Mayo’s Lobster Wharf. Tuesday
j night with dinner at 6.30 p. m.
Sterling Morse very kindly took the
j
nurses out for a ride on his boat!
"Charlowe" around the Bay
—KCOH—

Richard Spring of 96 Camden 1
street, Rockland, brought in a
supply of magazines for the pa
tients.
—KCOH—

The Courier-Gazette received a
Charleton Snow brought in
welcome call today from Charles several issues of National Geogra
Perry of North Conway, N H. j phic Magazines.
KCOH—
, whose interest in this city has nev; er dwindled in spite of the fact j Clarence Tapley of 30 Union
j that he went away from it a half ' street, Rockland, brought in Life.I
century ago. He is now proprietor ( Colliers and Post magazines of re- |
j of Robertson Inn in North Con cent issues.
—KCOH—
way. Mr Perry is the guest of his
The Maine State Hospital Associ
' son Charles Robert Perry in Cami den, meantime looking up other ation will hold its annual meeting
relatives and friends who remem June 27 and 28 at Belgrade Lakes.
ber the days when he was a star i The Maine Hospital Auxiliaries will
have special sessions during the two
amateur polo player here.
Members of the Sea Princess committee at the head table during the dinner tendered the contestants
days. Also the Record Librarians Thursday evening. Left to right are: Mrs. Lelia Smalley, Dr. E. R. Moss, chairman; Mrs. Edgar Libby
One year ago: Fire in the rear will meet during Friday morning and Mrs. Blanche Lermond.
section of Hotel Rockland did and afternoon. The Remington
before the Fourth at Watts Hall,
i about $2000 damage—Ninety-one Rand Company will demonstrate
the contestants will dance to the
attended the Damariscotta Rotary and discuss Microfilming.
tune and Dr. Moss will sing it for
—KCOH—
I Club's annual banquet—“I like
the first time in public.
Mrs.
Fronia
Kuhn
returned
from
your watchword,” wired President
The waltz will also be a feature
her
vacation
Monday.
Truman, congratulating the Little
of the conoration ball of the Maine
-KCOH—
field Memorial Church on its cen
Seafoods Festival at Community
Mrs. Shirley Phelps returned to
tenary—Wilho Hyvarinen of Long
Building on the evening of August
work in the housekeeping depart
Cove died at the Clark Island
1 as Maine's Sea Goddess is choment part time following her dis
granite quarry—Harold B. Kaler
Thomaston
merchants enter Mr. Savitt heads the Maine Sea
charge
from
the
hospital,
recently.
was advanced to the rank of
tained their five Sea Princess can Goddess contest of the Maine Sea
—KCOH—
SEA GODDESS WALTZ
Colonel in the Army Reserve Corps.
A new service will be provided didates Thursday evening at the foods Festival August 1, 2 and 3. Lovely princess, you'll always be,
for patients beginning July 1, Al Hotel Rockland and had revealed Also Kosti Ruohomaa, Rockland; Ever held in sweet memory,
i The storm of Thursday afternoon
fred Nichols, Rockland, will come to them a Sea Goddess waltz writ Miss Claire Weigt of the Camden Pure as the foam in King Nep
is reported to have deposited a
tune's sea.
regular days. Tuesday at 10; Thurs ten especially for the Maine Sea Hills Theatre and Edgar Libby of
blanket of hailstones in the Round
Sea Goddess, fairest of all.
day at 10 and Sunday at 9 a m. to foods Festival by Dr. E R. Moss of Thomaston.
Dance
to the music they play for
Pond area, some of which were as
Committee members attending
shave any patients who wish this Thomaston.
you.
large as walnuts.
Thomaston’s Sea Princess will be were: Dr. Moss, Mrs. Blanche Ler Hearts are gay and a dream comes
service.
true.
chosen from the field of five girls mond, Mrs. Dorothy Libby and Mrs
—KCGH—
BORN
Mrs. Kathleen Newman, 80 Park at the coronation ball to be held Lelia Smalley all of Thomaston. Stay for the night and the morn
ing’s dew.
Larson — At Boston Lying-In street, Rockland brought in recent the evening of July 3 at Watts Hall Committeeman Arthur Jeffrey was
Sea Goddess, queen of the ball.
Hospital, June 16. to Mr. and Mrs.
as
a
major
feature
of
the
town's
unable
to
attend,
being
in
Newissues
of
Ladies
Home
Journals.
The course is set, you'll soon be
Eric Larson (Helen Johnson Mer
—KCOH—
York.
gone.
Fourth of July celebration.
riU) of Thomaston, a son—Kent
Miss Nancy Stark of Burkettville
Theodore (wght. 6 lbs. 11 oz.)
Committee chairman Dr. E R.
Each contestant was presented a Where calls the distant strand.
Your ship with trade wind hurries
Wooster—At Knox Hospital, June and Miss Dycal Cullivan of the Moss introduced
the following compact by the committee in ap
on,
,
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Wooster, same town, with Miss Carlene Pow- |
girls who represent four commun preciation of her co-operation in To one who claims your hand.
a son.
Lovely Princess on this your* night.
Wilson—At Knox Hospital. June ell of Washington have joined the ities in the contest. Maida Jenkins, the Sea Princess contest.
26. to Mr. and Mrs. Allison Wilson, staff as nurses aides during the Thomaston, sponsored by Brack
Mr. Savitt congratulated the Shine like the North Star, true
and bridge.
Jr., of Port Clyde, a daughter.
I Summer months.
ett's Drug Store and accompanied committee and contestants alike, We are happy within your light.
King—At Beverly, Mass , June 28.
—KCOH—
by
Mrs.
Catherine
Felt
and
Mrs.
commenting
that
the
communitySea
Goddess answer love's call.
to Mr and Mrs. Bruce King (Jane
Miss Peggy Jewell, 108 Camden Theodore Gutoske.
had accomplished much in estab
Libby, formerly of Vinalhaven). a
street is working as a Nurses Aide
daughter—Nancy.
Faustine Gushee of Appleton, lishing the contest and arranging'
Read The Courier-Gazette
Lawson—At
Bluehill Hospital, in the Operating Room. Miss Estelle sponsored by Vinal’s Dairy and ac the ball the night before the 1
Jurre 20. to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin J Sayiward, 48
Thomaston street,
Lawson of Swan's Island, a daugh j Rockland is also working as nurses companied by Mr. and Mrs. Wil Fourth.
liam Vinal.
He told the contestants that no
ter.
j aid.
Eini Riutta of Warren, spon matter which one won the title of
—KCGH—
MARRIED
sored by Atwood Brother’s lobster Sea Princess, the others should feel
Mrs Shirley Lombardo, practical
Overlock-Gray — At Portland.
firm of Tenant’s Harbor and ac honored to have been selected as a
!
nurse,
left
on
her
vacation
June
22.
June 22, Donald Overlock of Rock
companied by Mrs. Peter Larsen. member of her court.
port and Mrs. Alfreda Helen Gray Mrs. Hilda Keyes is covering during
A highlight of the evening was
Doris Ifemey, Thomaston, ac
of Camden.
j this period.
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Earl the ballet dancing of Miss Virginia
—KCGH—
Style 9606
DIED
and
sponsored
by Saunders of Thomaston who was
Mrs. Ruth Lent and Miss Floris Woodcock
PR0MENADF
well received in her presentation.
Hanshaw—At Rockland, June 27, Lent (her daughter) who have been Woodcock's IGA store.
Last
Lizzie D. Hanshaw, widow of George
"The Sea Goddess Waltz” was
Ruth Lantz, Tenant's Harbor,
j
working
at
the
hospital
for
the
Hanshaw, age 96 years. Funeral
$12.95
read by Dr. Moss and is printed be
services Sunday at 3 p. m. from past three weeks returned to Mass sponsored by the J. C. Robinson
low.
The
composer
is
setting
the
lumber
firm
and
accompanied
at
Russell Funeral Home. Interment achusetts. Miss Lent to begin her
in Seaview Cemetery
1 vacation as a consultant, record li the dinner by Mr and Mrs. Henry words to music and may have copRobinson—At St. George, June
I ies printed for sale prior to the
Bryant.
26. Lucy Ellen Robinson, age 88 brarian, under the Bingham Asso
Guests at the dinner were: Mr. ' Festival.
years. Funeral arrangements being ciates Fund.
At the coronation ball the night
and Mrs. Sam Savitt of Rockland.
made with Russell Funeral Home
—KCOH—
Pierce—At
South Thomaston.
Mrs. Frances McKinney, R N.,
June 25. Arthur J. Pierce, age 82 Rockport graduate of Central I
years. Funeral Sat. 2 p. m. from
Burpee Funeral Home. Interment Maine General Hospital Joined the ,
in South Thomaston, Rev. J. C. ' nursing staff June 15.
MacDonald officiating.
—KCOH—
Wineapaw—At Rockland. June 27.
Miss Eva Belyea, R. N., of Blaine,
Alton D. Wineapaw, age 75 years. who has a Summer cottage at Plea
Funeral services Sunday at 2 p. m.
from Burpee Funeral Home. Inter sant Point, Cushing joined the opment in Glencove Section of Sea , erating room staff June 18.
View Cemetery, Rev. James Da
—KCGH—
gino officiating.
Shirley Phelps, ward maid, reOther
j turned to full time employment
Edgerton Styles
from $12.95
Monday June 30.

Contestants Entertained By Committee
Thursday; Dr. Moss Writes the "Sea
Goddess Waltz" For the Festival

CAMP
CONVENIENCE,
TOO

WANTED
Couple to Manage
Poultry Farm.
Living Quarters.
References Required.

Hillcrest

Poultry Co.

—KCOH—

UNION, ME. - TEL. 38

Slip-ons

Miss Louis Jones 37 Main street
Thomaston and Miss Rae Clark,
165 Main street Thomaston are
working in the housekeeping de1partment during the Summer
months, also Laboratory.

75-77

Business
Opportunity

Edgerton distinctive styl
ing is apparent in this snug-

fitting, heel-hugging, Slip-

on model. Edgerton’s hid

For a Few Select
DRIVER SALESMEN
Small Amount of Capital
Required.
Big Profits for Right Men.

WRITE A. B.
% The Courier-Gazette

76-78

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. 8TILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
I CLAREMONT STREET
BOCKLAND, ME.
1-tt

den goring provides luxur

That Generations

MEMORY
LANE

ious snugness which en

dures throughout the life ofthe

to Come may

shoe. Try a pair... you will
really enjoy your summer!

AND MODERN GAS APPLIANCES!
At camp or cottage, too, enjoy carefree conven

Nunn Bush Shoes

ience with Utility-Gas and modern Gas appli
ances just as you already do at home. Utility-Gas,

DOING DISHES

in bottles or cylinders, is always ready to use

Remember the good times,
also the spats, you and
Brother had doing the
dishes? You often wasted
more time trying to get
out of the job than it took
to do it. Today, dish
washing machines are tak
ing over. They may be
easier on mother’s 'good
china, but they also eli
minate one of the fewways children can help in
the home. Dishwashing
also served as a disciplin
ary measure. Remember?

anywhere — at shore, lake or monntain. For a

Our service# are planneS so
as not

to

be

burden

on.

those

a

financial

who

re

main- newer more than you

$17.95 and $19.95

Evans Slippers

happy work-free summer, see your Utility-Gas
Dealer — no».

$4.95 to $6.95
BUTLER, MAXCY & HEATH,

Inc.

UNION —TEL. 31
Serving Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Counties
78-81

In

choosing a family mona
ment, your choice is no!
only for your lifetime, but
for generations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee K
you, your hem, or your descendants.

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL. 98
TEL. 2151

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties
3-8-tf
qua t, » w on»
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FROM MEMORY'S REALM
(Continued from Page Two)

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 69 YEARS
During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

PHONE THOMASTON 175

An* DOWN PAYAUNI

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
M a Office-Showroom, Thomaston
-danufacturing Plant, East Union
18-S-tf

BITLER CAR «
HOME SUPPLY
470 Main St.
Bockland, Me.
TeL 677

good clothes, but not the money.

So long ago as the steamer City of

"Those were the days when Rock-

Portland was wrecked, which was
in the Seventies, Crockett and his
gallant crew went to the aid of the
ill-fated steamer. They did valiant
service and were warmly praised by
those whom they assisted.
Many times since then have they
gone to the aid of vessels in dis
tress. while the sailors who cold
and nearly perished from exposure,
they found shelter, comfort and
good cheer in his humble island
home are numbered, not in scores,
but in hundreds.
Those who knew the history of
the treacherous bars and rocks of
the Mussel Ridges never tire of tell
ing one story.
It was a Winter night, the snow
was blinding, and the wind blew a
gale This patrol discovered a ves
sel ashore on the bar. which has
been the death of many a staunch
craft. Crockett launched a boat and
alone went to the aid of the men
whose lives were in peril. It was a
long hard row, but his iron will and
strong arms covered the distance.
On board the vessel were four men,
nearly frozen and barely able to
tumble into Crockett's boat.
Not one was able to do a thing
to aid in reaching the shore. But
Crockett never hesitated.
The boat was headed for the
island and tugging at the oars, the
angry sea seeking to devour him
and his cockle shell of a boat, he
struggled for safety. How he made
it, has always been a mystery, but
he did.
The four men were safely landed
and taken to his home, where they
remained, tenderly cared for, until
able to go their ways and reach
home.
It was one of the daring rescues
of the Atlantic coast, Crockett nev
er tells of it. He is no boaster. If
his friends care to tell what he has
done, they may, but he never says
a word.
When the steamer City of Rock
land went ashore in the Mussel
Ridge channel in 1904, Crockett and
his men were the first to reach and
to give aid to the passengers on
board.
By many people Cap’n Crockett’s
home is called, “The Shrine to
Palmy Days," because it is one of
the landmarks of the time when
Dix Island was a hive of industry,
when 2000 men found employment
there in and around the great gran
ite quarries.
If you visit the island he will
point out to you the various spots
of interest. There he will say is the
old Shamrock house, which in its
day, was one of the largest board
ing houses in the country. It was
named in honor of old Ireland and
there lived the men who came from
the Green Isle across the sea to help
quarry the granite from the Maine
Island of Dix. Later these men
brought their families, and their
descendants can be found all over
the United States.
And there is the Aberdean, where
the Scotchmen made their home.
It was like the Shamrock, named
in honor of the land from which its
inmates journeyed. And these men,
like the Irish brought their famil
ies later on They are now scattered
and today you find them in all
walks of life throughout the na
tion.
As he shows you about, Cap’n
Crockett will become reminiscent
and talk of the days wihich are no
more.
“I’ve stood on this island," he
will say, "when I've seen 2500 to
3000 strong stalwart men go to work
at the sound of the 7 o'clock whistle
in the morning, have seen them
quit at noon and troop back to
boarding houses and homes, eat
their dinner and back to the works
at 1 p. m. keeping it up until six
o’clock and then quitting for the
day.
"Sir, it was a grand sight to see
them. Many are living today, but
most, I fear, have passed to the
Great Beyond.
"Money was free in those days.
Men received from $3 to $7.50 a day
for their labor. Some saved it,
more spent it all. They thought it
last forever.
“In those days the LeGrande,
kept by Charley Coombs, was the
headquarters for the cutters and
granite workers in Rockland. I re
member them well. The men, as I
say. earned big wages and they
dressed in accordance. They wore
tall hats and long coats. It was an
interesting spectacle to see them
leave the island for Rockland, their
pockets filled with money. It was
equally interesting to see them on
the return. They would have the

land flourished The city required
a police force big enough lor a city
many times her size. It was not In
frequent that it was necessary to
press into service a barn as police
station, because the regular station
house was filled. I've read in magazines of the wild towns of the
growing west, and I am convinced
that Rockland in those days was
their equal.
“In those days the leading spir
its of the city were Col. Spear, John
8. Case. Francis Cobb, father of
Gov. Cobb and John T. Berry.
Cap’n Crockett had a great ad
miration for President Teddy Roos
evelt.
"He is one of the kind of men
who, in my opinion, if he's got any
thing to say, says it and doesn't
beat about the bush," says Crock
ett. "I don’t like one of those kind
of fellers that is always trying to
straddle the fence.
"That race suicide theory of his
is a good one I love children.
There's nothing binds a family to
gether like a cradle. You never
saw a happy home where the wom
an always carried a dog under her
arms and the cry of a babe had
never been heard. If there were
more children there would be few
er divorces.
“There's another chap,” he will go
on, after speaking of Roosevelt,
"whom I think a great deal of.
That is William Jennings Bryan,
still, I never believed a whole lot ln
his 16 to 1 scheme. Strikes me It’s
too much odds.
"That speech of his down In
Connecticut, when he delivered that
eulogy of his friend, where he said,
in one part, As we are passing
along the path of life, let us stop
to welcome those we meet, becaus*
we may never pass this way again,’
pleases me. It ls my doctrine. Use
others as you’d like to be used your
self, say I.
"I have no especial religious pre
ferences. All creeds are good, but
I don't believe a man should go to
church in the corning and come
home and lick his children in the
afternoon. Less singing and more
faith in the churches is my idea.
“My church is charity. I don't
believe in fixing up in new bon
nets, dresses, hats and caps so’s ta
get all showed up in church and go
there looking sanctimonious and
on the way to church pass, some
poor old widow, whose husband was
a soldier in the war. and forget that
she lives. I believe in thinking of
the poor first and frills afterwards.”
Cap’n Crockett lives in a comfort
able house on Dix Island with his
wife and three children and come
to Rockland, as occasion requires lt,
in a fine gasoline launch, which 1*
one of the staunchest to be found
in the bay.
Mrs. Crockett is a splendid wom
an, just the sort you would expect
a whole-hearted man like the Cap’n
to select. She is supervisor of
schools in the plantation, and her
husband says the people tliink more
of her than they do of him.” Any
way, he will say, "they ought to."

Municipal Court
Rudolph P Melvin of Lake Wale*,
Fla., was sentenced to 30 days In
jail for vagrancy in Municipal
Court Thursday morning.
He is alleged to have used a VFW
membership card issued in the
name of Chester E. MacDaniel* of
Independence, Mo., in obtaining
money from various VFW Posts in
several states over the past few
months.
He had approached William Bod
man, local post commander for a
loan of 335 and the latter. recalUag
a bulletin from national VFW
headquarters, requested local police
to hold him Wednesday.
Police in other states and the
FBI have been notified of the
man's arrest.
*• • •
Armas Jacobsen, 281 Main street,
Rockland, pleaded guilty te a
charge of drunken driving on the
West Meadow Road, in Municipal
Court on Friday morning and paid
a fine of $100 and costs of $2.TO.
The incident occurred on June IT.
•• * •
Myrtle Feterroli, 2S6 Park street,
Rockland, was sentenced to afx
months in jail on a charge of In
decent exposure. The sentence wa*
suspended and she was placed on
one year’s probation with the warn
ing that any occurrence would re
sult in the jail sentence.
An additional charge of lewd
lascivious language was filed. iTte
case had been continued for Judtment from last Friday.

Ml

Paas Foot
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
AdTnUnmenta In thia column not to exceed three Unee Inaerted
M for M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
ih tn each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
id* to a Une.
Special Notice! AO “blind ads" so called. L e. advertisements which
|«lre the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gaiette office for hand1, east 25 cent* additional.
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Mrs. Castner, who has been with j companied by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
the Libby's at South Warren for a Pease motored Sunday to Norway
visit, is now at her Waldoboro where they were guests of Mr. and
ALENA L. STARRETT
home.
! Mrs. Harold Pease. Sr.
Correspondent
Mr. and Mrs Leroy McCluskey ! Week-end guests of Mrs. Alice
Telephone tf
have returned home from a visit Mathews were Mrs. Blanche Vose
in New Haven, Conn. They were and Mrs. Lilia Ames of Thomaston.
Lieut.
Commander
Elizabeth I accompanied on their return home
Miss Sally Norwood is helping at
Hatfield of Washington. D. C., is by Miss Bess McCluskey, who will the Richard Reed home for the
passing a few days in this town, remain in Warren for a few weeks, Summer.
on business, and is staying at the
Mrs Ella Collier of St. Petersburg
Miss Faith Norwood is caring for
apartment in the Raymond Borne- - pia. is house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Daphne Teague, daughter of Mr.
man house here Her father. James Hamlin B Bowes. Mr. and Mrs. El- and Mrs. Roger Teague for the
A. Hatfield, who was with her in | mer Tyler of Norway have been Summer.
Washington the past Winter and guests at the Bowes’ home,
Riverside Club
who came to Maine earlier, has J jyr and Mrs. Burleigh Larlee and
Members of the Riverside Club
been located at the home of Mr family of Mt. Clemens, Mich, who picnicked Wednesday night at Sag
and Mrs. O. B. Kalloch in Thom- , are vacationing at Lucern-in- amore Park, Camden which was
aston! Maine,, have been guests of Mr. and the destination of the mystery ride
Mr and Mrs Ralph Crockett re- Mrs. Jefferson Kimball,
planned by the committee on ar
turned Wednesday to Saco, where ! Miss Myrtle Haskell of Camden rangements. The July 30th picnic
they are employed, after passing is passing a few days with Mrs. Al- meeting of the club will be- held at
the White Cottage, Cushing.
Tuesday night at their home here, Ice Mathews.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Damon and
I Miss Evelyn Sawyer and Miss
Church Notes
„ ,
„„ ,
J
w u
Sermon topic Sunday morning at
Helen Gravelle of Gorham. N. H two children of Fairfield, have been
have been at the home of Mr. and passing several days with her par- the Baptist Church will be, "Mak
Mrs H. D Sawyer on vacation.
I pots, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mc ing Your Calling Sure.” The regu
lar evening service will be held at
Mrs Emma Norwood, Mrs. Oliver Intyre.
Llbby, and house guest. Mrs Ida' The Miases Janet and Carolyn!; p. m.
Castner of Waldoboro were Tues- Philbrook. and Joan Maxey are cmRev. J. Homer Nelson will dej
_________ _____ ,
ployed for the Summer at High liver a patriotic sermon at the Con
day afternoon guests of
gregational Church Sunday morn
ton Lewis at North Waldoboro. Tide Tea Room, Camden.
Mrs. Eva Cogan has returned ing, entitled, "What Makes Amer
home from a visit in Sharon, Mass., ica Click?"
with Mr. and Mrs. Robert McLean.
Bible School Tlanned
Mrs. Alice Mathews was given a
ON Island in Penobscot Bay;
At an out of door weinie roast
6-room Cape Cod, with extension j recent birthday surprise party a held Tuesday night at the home of
over 100 acres, woods, orchard, her home with Mrs. Donald Math Mrs. Annie S. Lehto Pleasantville

WARREN

Tu^-Pmday-Sa*unfry

At Tenant's Harbor

Union Is the guest of Mr. and Mr*.
Frank M. Willis.
Mrs. Eldora Leighton. Mrs. Fran
ces Burnell of Portland and Miss
Mildred Pernald of Lincolnville
called on Mrs. Gertrude Monkhouse, Monday.

GROSS NECK

of Broad Cove called on relative*
here Thursday.
Mrs Clarence Woodbury of Ka-

lers Corner has been a recent guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Winchen
bach and family.
Mrs

Melvin

Genthner

and

daughter, Miss Esther Oenthner
were in Damariscotta one day last

Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen week.
bach of West Waldoboro spent
DUTCH NECK
Friday evening with Mrs. Eldora
Mr and Mrs. A. J Harrison ot
Gross.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Harry W. Creamer called re Manhasset, N. Y„ have arrived to
Ho classified ads will be accepted without the cash and na bookcently on his sister and brother-in- spend the Summer season at their
iplng will be maintained for these ads.
law, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines at home, ’’Larchwood.’*
v **■
Professor and Mrs. A. J. Jobin ot
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
Woolwich.
received except from firms or Individuals malntalnlnf regular ae
Mrs. Edith Eugley of Dutch Neck Ann Arbor. Mich, have arrived to
tata with The Conrier-Gaiette. Count the Words—Five te a Une.
was a dinner guest of Mrs. Eldora spend the season at "Beau Ce Jour”
their Summer home.
Gross Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Buckel and
Ira Oliver and friend of Friend
FOR SALE
ship were callers at Harry W. son Tommy of Wilmington. Mass.,
have been spending several days at
16 FT. Utility Boat for sale, ready
Creamers Sunday.
FREE-Wheel balance check-up.
CASEY'S GARAGE. Tel. Warren for water. Suitable for speeds up
Mr. and Mrs Fred Stahl of Broad their Summer home, "Havener
Rev. Linwood Bishop
10D-2.
78-80 to 40 miles an hour with right moCove visited Sunday with Mrs. Point Homestead."
tor. also a good family boat. May
"Light Triumphant Over Dark Stahl's mother Mrs. Charles Geele
Prof, and Mrs. George Miller of
ONE Bunk Bed and Spring for be seen at 50 Broad St.. Rockland
ness" is the theme of melody and and sisters Misses Adeline and Medford, Mass., have been the
sale. 42 Inches wide, $10. TEL. Rock CALL 640-W or 672-W after 5.30.
land 577.
78’80 .
message to be presented Wednesday ; Ellzabeth Geele and brother Benja. guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
78-80
July 2, at 7 p. m. in the Tenant’s minp Gpplp and f
Chester Hayes.
WE find ourselves grossly oyer-! three-Piece Living Room Set
Harbor Baptist Church, Rev. Mil- ] Rpcpnt caHprs at
homp Qf Mr
Richard Robie
of Hingham,
and m^- it^T Come ^d «t
w°Ah °°« °h
lard B. Gile, pastor.
Radio, Easy Spindner washer, High
and Mrs. Melvin Genthner were Mass., and Rae Williamson of
them. Dirt cheap. Open evenings. chaiI/ and miscel. Furniture.' Call
The gospel team making this Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of Marblehead, Mass., spent WednesOWL'S HEAD ANTIQUE SHOP at 126 CAMDEN ST.
78*80
«Jff6,R<T ,a2d Thomaston, Milton Eugley of No- | day night with Mr. Robie's aunt,
Tel. Rockland 30-W1.
78Tt
Mrs Linwood Bishop, supported by . , ,
, ’
,.
‘
,
NICE Lobster Boat and tender
„
...
\ . ....
bleboro, Jesse Havener and son of Miss Ada Winchenbach.
for sale, 34x9 is Jonesport model
Bob Dewey, song leader, and Helen South Waldoboro, Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner and
and
Mrs.
Studebaker Champion engine. AU
Gardner, accompanist.
Bob is
in good condition Very reasonable
Walter McLeod and family of Wis Mrs. Hattie Merrill were Sunday
78*80 for quick sale. Call at 44 SOUTH
a graduate of Providence Bible In
afternoon guests of Sidney Martin
casset.
stitute and comes from Port Jervis,
78*80
GEESE for sale. R. A. MILLER, ST., City.
Miss Lorraine
Richards and of Medomak.
New
York,
while
Helen,
who
is
also
Waldoboro. Tel. 209-2.
THAYER Hooded Stroller for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and
for the teachers and officers of a graduate, claims Springfield Cen daughter of Friendship has been a
_________________________ 75*S*84 sale, in good condition. CAI.I. 1248 gas oooking, $4500. Terms. TEL.
Douglas
Gray
and
two
children,
son
John were ai Pemaquid Sun
recent
overnight
guest
of
her
78*84
the Baptist Sunday school and ter, New York, as her home. Mrs.
78* It
FURNITURE. suitable for camp,
Peter and Judith present.
grandparents Mr and Mrs. Melvin day.
their
families,
plans
were
made
for
$300
down
buys
seven-room
House
Bishop
has
an
important
role
in
for sale. PHONE 1012-R. after 6
THREE 3-tined Pitch Forks for
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Perkins, Jr., a daily vacation Bible school, which
Mrs. Marion MacRae is spending
the melody part of the presentation. Genthner and family.
p. m., except Sunday or Tuesday. sale, also 2 short-handled Shovels, 1 In Rockland, balance in monthly
Mrs. Benjamin Kaler and Mrs ten days vacation visiting friends at
77*79 Victor Graphophone and large as payments. Building in good repair. ' have bought the Judson Benner will be held July 14 through July
The message will be brought by
Mr Bishop, who is Secretary of the Pannie Waltz of West Waldoboro St. Louis. Missouri, Decatur, Ill.,
sortment of records. 1 Piano Ac WM. T DEAN. 97 New County Rd., place. West Main street.
15.
FOR SALE—$275.00
Alumni Association of Providence !called on Mrs lda WaItz and Mrs- and Ithaca, N Y. While in Decatur,
16 ft. Snipe class boat. 5-ft. beam, cordion, beginner's size. TEL. 644 city- Tel 22^;__________ Joseph Pellicani and Kenneth
78-80
COTTAGE on shore at Owl’s starrett were at Braves Field, BosIll, Mrs MacRae will be a guest at
excellent condition, in the water at
Free wheel-balance check-up. Bible Institute and represents the Mamie Waltz one day last week
Head.
for
sale;
5
rms.
and
bath.
,
,
.
„
,
,
_
Friendship, ready to sail away, com
Mr. and *"
Mrs
Ralph
Eugley of .j the home of Mr and Mrs. Howard
$198 a gallon, mill-end Paint, all furn.. fireplace. Excellent con- ton’ last Sunday for Malne
Casey's Garage. Tel. Warren 109-2. Institute in the field.
I
“
*
•
—
v
pletely equipped. EVERETT FLOOD white, green and grey, Oxygen and dition. Price $3500
eelc.
SECURITY | They were overnight guests Satur77-79 In 1946, Mr. Bishop was graduated West Waldoboro visited his moth- Geele
14 Bridge St., Augusta, Me. Tel. Acetylene. MORRIS GORDON. 6
REAL ESTATE CO, Dorothy Dietz, day and Sunday night of Miss Ruth
Mr and Mrs. Reginald Monihan
from
Providence
Bible
Institute
and
pr
Mrs.
Matilda
Eugley
one
day
8TO.
77-79 Leland street.
78-80 Camden 2117._______________ Z?*11 ! Starrett, aunt of Joseph Pellicani,
of
the village were dinner guests on
entered
Gordon
College
that
year,
last
wee
'
t
MEDOMAK
"EASY” Automatic Ironer for
HOME-Made Tractor with trailer,
VINALHAVEN: 5-room Cape Cod and her friend, Miss Margaret
Mrs. Sarah Prior and children 1 receiving his A. B in Theology
Mrs- Eldora Gross with Mrs. Eb- 1 Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute
■ale, good condition. Priced for
JACK MacNEIL, St.
quick sale. TEL. 514.
77*79 for sale.
"Sonny" and Deborah and Mrs. from Gordon in 1948. In each pn Wallace and children and Mrs and Mrs. Addie Wotton.
George.
78*lt bar, 15 acres, main road. B E.
Mrs. Mamie Chase has returned
TWO hundred Black Sex-Link.
McELROY. 1491 Grafton St., Wor- I Mrs. Jennie Cameron and Otis Evelyn Anito and son David are school he was active in student life William K. Winchenbach of Dutch
TEN Horses, saddle or work for cester. Mass. Tel. 7-0274 or Vinal- Sidelinger of Bath, and Mrs. Marie ! visiting Mrs. Prior's sister and At Providence he sang in the Carol- ! Neck were in New Harbor Sunday, from Allston. Mass., after spend
18-weeks’ old Pullets for sale, $2.00
each. RAYMOND GUSHEE. Ap sale or to let. ARTHUR C. PEASE, haven, Tel. 61-21.
W81 Nadeau of Vassalboro were Sunday ] brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs ler Choir, male quartet, and helped
Mrs Matilda Eugley visited Wed- ing several weeks with her daugh
pleton. Tel. West Appleton 9-41 Thomaston. Tel. Thom. 169-13.
REAL ESTATE
| guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Star- Arthur Stahl at New Sweden.
in the creation of the "Torch," and '■ nesday with her daughter and son- ter there. Miss Chase, Mrs. Nettie
78*79
Thomaston: 8-room House with retx
Mrs. Katie Eugley of Waldoboro at Gordon he contributed to the in-law Mr and Mrs. Irvine Genth- Taylor and Mrs. Doris Smith
7)4 H. P. Scott Atwater Outboard
bath, coal-stoker furnace, long lot,
' , ____ „
.
...
i MrS' Emma Norwood passed the spent Wednesday with her sister. creation of the "Herald." In 1947- ner and family at West Waldoboro, brought Mrs. Chase home and spent
for sale.
Price reasonable; 34 LOST AND FOUND garage $9000
48. he was honored by election to
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent last the week-end at the Chase home.
WADSWORTH ST., Thomaston.
Thomaston: 3-apartment set-up, week-end at Appleton with her Mrs. Amy Willey.
77*79
GREEN Tarpaulin lost, between garage, garden land, an income, sister, Mrs. Alice Robbins,
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Stah! and
Mr. and Mrs. Oren McLain and "Who's Who" among American Tuesday with Miss Villa Stahl at
Broad Cove.
1906 GRAHAM Sedan for sale. Wiley's Corner and Tenant's Har right on Main street.
The Warren Tigers play Waldo granddaughter, Doris, visited Mr Colleges and Universities.
Mr and Mrs Leon Winslow attend
EVERETT TORREY, Ten
BW1200: Island, about size of
Price reasonable. Can be seen after bor
Since his ordination in 1948 he
boro at Warren, Sunday afternoon, I and Mrs. Nathan Thompson at
Mrs. Harold McFarland of New ed the funeral services for Mrs. Ro76*78
5 p. m. HOWARD MESERVE. Ash ant’s Harbor. Tel. 47-11.
has served pastorates in Maine, re- Harbor has been a recent guest of . salie Witham
at Damariscotta
game called at 2.30 p. m. This is Harbor Island Sunday.
bor.
well,
beautiful
cliffs,
$10,000.
Point.______________________ 77*79
Thomaston: Business building the final game for both teams in
linquishing
them
only
to
serve
hts
her
sister
Mrs.
Lloyd
Foster
and
Mills
on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Witham
Miss Mary Keene returned home
COTTAGES
REFRIGERATOR Bargains. Few
with steady income, fairly priced lhe
half of the 1952 season.
Alma Mater.
family.
is the mother of Mrs. Reginald
Sunday
after
spending
a
week
with
lost year models for sale (brand
at $9500
S. A LAVENDER, 3
The music is planned to blend
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry, ac- Mrs. Richard Keene at South West
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Simmons ; Stahl.
COTTAGE For Sale, Owl's Head. Beechwood St.. Thomaston. Tel. 369
new) at reduced prices.
Easy
with
the theme and is a definite
term*, meter plan, 24 long months Crescent Beach, near Inn; 6 rooms,
78-80
Harbor.
to pay. Act now BITLER CAR bath, furnished. All on one floor.
part of the presentation. Much
"FOR SALE"
Miss Nadine Timberlake of Port
PROBATE NOTICES
WANTED
6 HOME SUPPLY.
77-79 Fireplace, new artesian well, electric
preparatory work has been done so
1— Small Farm of around 35 ---pump,
new
roofing.
3
extra
lots.
land
is
visiting
her
aunt,
Mrs.
L.
tition for Administration asking
STATE OF MAINE
FOR SALE: New. John Deere
as to ensure all who find it pos
acres, all buildings in nice condiCHILDREN wanted to care for,
To all persons interested in that Richard E. Lawry of Rockland,
Side Rakes, Balers. No. 5 Mowers, Nicely located. M. W SWAN, tion Barn 30x60, a good buy for while mothers work. CALL 1058. j W. Osier.
sible to attend this special meet- either of the estates hereinafter or some other suitable person, be
Dump Rakes. 1-horse Cultivators. Rockland, Star Route 1282. TeL $4500.
Mr. and Mrs. Aster Willey were
_
78*80
appointed administrator, without
77*79
ing an unusual, profitable time in J named:
Spreaders & Manure Loaders, De- 551-M3.
2— A 130-Acre Farm, route 17, , ~-«T r „„„„ - _
—IL..,,- I at New Harbor Sunday and were
music and message.
At a Probate Court held at Rock bond.
COTTAGE on Mirror Lake for with this property a 7-room house, wanted near Rockiand, on !ake or j callers at Alphonze Willey's.
Laval Milkers, Wilson Coolers.
land, in and for the County of
ESTATE MARY LOUISE BAIRD
Complete Farm Equipment. W. S. sale, furnished, boat and woodlot. a large barn, now used for poultry. r,
for
k
Must
Mrs. Louisa Phillips of Washing
Knox, on the seventeenth day of of North Haven. Petition for ex
PILLSBURY & SON, Waterville. Price $800 for quick sale. TEL. Better inspect this one if youcan ,
reasonabIe in fice.
SOUTH
HOPE
78-80
June,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
change
of certain real estate sttuton, D. C„ is visiting her father,
77*79 use a large farm. Price $12,000 i-------------------------1__________
Me. Tel. 613.______________ 76-78 Camden 2896.
Philip Crabtree, Jr., is ill with thousand nine hundred and fifty- ■ ated in North Haven and fully de3— 7 rooms, bath, also garage, ! LAWN Mowers sharpened on lat- Sidney Martin.
Owl's Head, furnished cottage to
atit. Building Materials at corner
two. and by adjournment from day scribed in said petition, presented
measles.
let. 8 rooms, bath, elect., fireplace, furnished. AU for $4500. Very nice , est improved machines. THE FIXCarolyn Kaler has employment
( TT SHOP, 138 Camden St. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Harris and to day from the seventeenth day of by Sherman F Baird of North Hawoodds above bay, $200 monthly. neighbors.
with Mrs. Quiner at Dutch Neck.
said June. The following matters j ven. Guardian.
4— 8-room House, has artesian
____________ 78-80
Me.
Mrs. Laura Hastings visited rela haring been presented for the
38, Inclusive, doors, windows, floor ROCKWELL. Owl’s Head,
ESTATE ROSE MARIE SMITH,
Gov. and Mrs. Fred Payne of
40-FOOT Extension Ladder want76*78 well, shower and flush, $8500
ing, plumbing supplies, clapboards, Tel. Washington 4-5.
tives in Worcester, East Holden, action thereupon hereinafter indi of North Haven. Petition for ex
5— Summer Hotel,
31 letting , ed. TEL. 1395-R.
78»lt I Augusta are at their cottage fori
etc. Contact C. F. MARBLE, on
COTTAGE to let at Norton Pond. rooms, directly on the ocean-front, j iuTTewnra
and City Mills, Mass., over the cated it is hereby ORDERED:
change of certain real estate situ
' the Summer.
premises from 8 a. m. on.
76-78 E. C. BICKNELL. Tel. 1382-M
That notice thereof be given to ated in North Haven and fully de
lovely v-^w. "Death in famfiy
p
and “Idweek-end.
Mrs.
Clyde
Hilton
of
Museongus
persons interested, by causing scribed in said petition, presented
76-78 only reason offered. Nicely and I G^ China. Furniture. Open eyeFQR SALE: Used, Side Rakes,
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Hart spent aallcopy
of this order to be published by Sherman F Baird of North Ha
IHC & Case, IHC & John Deere
COTTAGE on Norton's Pond for completely furnished. Price very nln®s- OWLS HEAD ANTIQUE was guest of her daughter, Mrs. the week-end at Sullivan.
I SHOP. Tel. Rockland 30-W1.
three
weeks successively in The ven, Guardian.
Horse Mowers, Case Mower, Allis- sale, 4 rooms and porch, furn. elec, reasonable.
Ralph
Genthner,
Monday.
I
Mrs. Halvar Hart, Jr . and in Courier -Gazette, a newspaper pub
78*80
Chalmers WC Mower Gehl Ensilage lights, running water,- float and
6—Another Hotel, aU the year
ESTATE STEWART P. BAIRD Of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Carter of fant, Julia Lynn, came home from lished at Rockland, in said County,
Blower, IHC Corn Binder. IHC 5-ft. boat. Inquire 65 MAIN ST., Thom house; 20 bedrooms, immediate
BABY Sitting Job wanted. Tel.
North Haven
Petition for Ex
Waldoboro
were
at
Kenneth
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Disc Harrows. 2-horse Hoe. Lime aston.
Knox Hospital Saturday.
change of certain real estate situ
77-79 occupancy can be had. Let us show Warren 66-14 or write BEVERLY
Court
to
be
held
at
said
Rockland
Bower. W. S. PILLSBURY fi
Genthner's
Monday.
you this one, then talk price, if STINSON, RFD. Warren,
Mrs. Ann French is here for the on the fifteenth day of July. AD. ated in North Haven and fully de
FIVE-Room Outage to let on
SON, Waterville.
76-78
j
78*83 1 Mrs. Reginer Carter was at Mrs. Summer.
in said petition, presented
shore at Owl’s Head. TEL. 385-M3. interested.
1952. at nine o'clock in the fore scribed
by Sherman F Baird of North Ha
TERRIER for sale, male, 3 yrs. of
Thanks for reading.
CAPABLE Girl or Woman wanted Jessie Burns at Museongus Sun
72tf
noon, and be heard thereon if they ven. Guardian.
Miss
Lorraine
Luce
of
North
excellent hunting strain for rats,
FREEMAN S. YOUNG,
I fOr general housework. One child.
see cause.
COTTAGES to let, $35 a week 163 Main St. Rockland, Me. Tel. 730. choice or full or part time job. day.
coon or mink, nice pet. Price. $20.
ESTATE WALTER C. DODGE,
MRS.
L.
S
MILLS.
Pleasant
Beach,
CLIFFORD W. WITHAM. late late of Rockland, deceased. Final
VERNON TOLMAN, West Rock
___________________________ 78-1 i live in or out. Good pay Apply In 1
Notices
Of
Appointment
70tf
of
Rockland,
deceased.
Will
and
port_____________________ 76*78 So. Thomaston, Maine.
FIVE-Family Furn Apt. House Person, 32 HILL_ST„ city. 78-80
I, Wri.IJS R. VINAL, Register of Petition for Probate thereof asking Account presented for allowance
THREE Cottages to let, by week for sale.
Best neighborhood, - WANTED At Once, assistant j
1949 FORD 2-ton Truck for sale.
Probate for the County of Knox in that the same may be proved and by Lorenzo Dodge, Administrator,
June
27,
1952.
or
season.
Contact
BURDELL
’
S
I c.t.a.
clean place . Price right to sell. Matron at Lincoln Home For Aged. '
Good condition. Insulated body.
the State of Maine, herebv certify
After this date I will pay no bills that in the following estates the allowed and that letters Testamen
TEL. 1543-W.
76*78 DRESS SHOP or RILEY STROUT. Inquire STROUT REAL ESTATE Newcastle. Contact MRS JAMES
ESTATE ELVIRA FOLLETT,
tary issue to Lydia J. Witham of i late
other
than
those
contracted
by
my

63tf
of Rockland, deceased. First
~2! POWERS or MRS. CHESTER
persons were appointed Adminis Rockland, she being the executrix
1941 BUICK 40A Sedan for’sale,
self.
Toivo
Wahlman.
and Final Account presented for
Tl-'® CLARK. Newcastle.
78-80
ceiling price, $451. Will sell for
78* lt trators, Executors, Guardians and named therein, without bond.
! allowance by Adelaide L. Kaler,
Conservators, and on the dates
$350 cash or terms. May be seen
SIX-Room House, with bath; I BOATBUILDERS, Woodworkers’ |
TO LET
CHARLES SUMNER WILLIAMS, executrix.
also a camp for rent. Write NUtS. I Carpenters with boatyard experi- ' BICYCLES. Tricycles, bought, hereinafter named.
at 44 GAY ST.
76*78
ESTATE ABBIE E MONTGOM
SMALL Ant. to let. Adults only; PAULINE S HOPKINS Vinalha- ence? with” tools," sheet Jmetal wwk-i 5?Id' repalred' palnledt Iike
„ new' I PHILLIPS L. BROWN, late of late of Friendship, deceased. Will
USED Crosley elec. Ref., for sale,
76*78 ers; steady work, defense plant. 40 Tires, Tubes, Parts. Baby Carnage Nnrtn Haven, deceased. May 20, and Petition for Probate thereof ERY, late of Thomaston, deceased.
*1 down; elec. Washing Machine. $1 14 Broad St. Tel. 1077-W. 78* It ven. Me. Teu. 40-3
RAYE'S
CRAFT
Tires
replaced.
asking
that
the
same
may
be
First and Final Account presented
1952 Elsie M Brown of North Ha
hours with four hours overtime
FOR SALE
THREE-Room Bungalow to let,
down. Several to choose from.
57*Sat*81 ven was appointed administratrix proved and allowed and that Let for allowance by Teresa M. Lamb,
weekly. LUDERS MARINE CON SHOP
Thomaston
FRANCES E. HERRICK, 99 Cam 17 Broadway. Thomaston. MAY
ters
Testamentary
issue
to
Juliet
administratrix.
and qualified by filing bond on
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Nine room Home on Main St., STRUCTION CO, Stamford, Conn.
den St. Tel. 1245.
76*78 NARD CROCKETT, Oysted River
C. Williams of Friendship, she be
Send five questions. $1.00 stamped June 5, 1952.
78-80
ESTATE EVA M. COVALT, late
78*80 Old Colonial type, beautiful grounds
ing
the
executrix
named
therein,
’ HAMSTERS tor sale. NORMAN Road, Thomaston.
of St. George, deceased. First and
MARY M. FREEMAN, late of without bond.
SCHOOL Girl wants a position envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
TWO and 3-room furnished Apts, and all In best condition.
R. ANDERSON, 23 Beechwood St
Final Account presented for allow
Thomaston
caring for children while mother advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett, Rockland, deceased. May 27, 1952
Thomaston.
76*78 to let, all electric kitchens, large
CECILLE V. McPHEE. late of ance by Lendon C. Jackson, adminMass. Full page reading enclosed. John II Freeman of Rockland was
Six-room Home, with garage at works. TEL. Thomaston 247-2.
rooms,
nice
neighborhood,
one
Rockland,
deceased.
Will
and
PeI
■ istrator.
McOORMICK-Deering 6 ft Cut
153-8-tf appointed administrator and qualitached. Perfeot condition. New
76-78 Prompt replv
Mowing Machine for sale. Priced minute to center of town. Inquire oil, hot water furnace, new shingles,
I fied by filing bond on June 18, tition for Probate thereof asking
ESTATE ASENATH AOHORN,
START
Venetian
Blind
Laundry.
67
TALBOT
AVE.
77-79
DONATION
of
Wheel
Chair
for
that
the
same
may
be
proved
and
1952.
right. TEL. 257-W1 after 6 p. m
paint, and chimney. Good loca
late of Rockland, deceased. First
crippled man. ALFRED KARIS- Profitable business. New machine.
allowed
and
that
Letters
Testa

FURNISHED Room to let; sunny, tion.
76-78
ISAAC L. HAMMOND, late of mentary issue to Muriel McPhee and Final Account presented for
SON, 14 Railroad Ave.
77*79 ‘ Visit plant in Portland. Free Book- i Rockland,
desirable; 29 Beech St. TEL.
Thomaston
deceased. June 17, 1952 Ronco of Lubec, she being the allowance by Lena B. Sherman,
CIRCULATING Coal Heater, central,
! let. Write I. T„ CO., 191 S. 44th St.,
1116-W
or
163-M.
77*79
24-INCH
Girl's
Bicycle
wanted.
The Capt. Walter Willey resi
small size, for sale; also 8-tube
Phila., 4 Pa.
66-80 Myrtle M. Hammond of Rockland executrix named therein, without Executrix.
TEL.
978-W.
77*79
dence
on
Dunn
St.
Ten
rooms,
au

was appointed executrix, without bond.
TWO-Room Furnished Apt., bath
Philco Cabinet Radio, Roll of Wire
ESTATE WILSON R. POSTER,
bond.
fencing, Preserving Jars. TEL. to let. Adults only; 57 PACIFIC tomatic heater. Excellent condi
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
MAN wanted to work on dairy
THOMAS
UNDERWOOD,
late
of
tion
and
best
location.
77*79
HARRY B. LOWEIL, late of St.
TO5-R.
76-78 ST,
Final Account presented for
farm, able to drive truck or trac
BID NOTICE
’s Harbor, deceased. Will , and
Thomaston
George, deceased. June 17, 1952 Tenant
allowance by Sadie L. Foster. Ad
tor. Wages $30 per week with
FTVE-Room Apt. first floor, bath,
Bids will be received by the
GAS Range (Glenwood I also Gas
and
Petition
for
Probate
thereof
i
Capt. Brown's Home on Gleason board and room. TEL. Union 7-31.
j Lovisa M Lowell of St. George was asking that the same may be : ministratrix.
Refrigerator (Servel), good as new, and furnace to let at 20 Hyler St., street. Fine condition and loca
County of Knox to supply
appointed executrix, without bond. proved and allowed and that Let- | ESTATE EMILY A. WATER
77*79
family size. CALL 27-M or at 120 Thomaston. TEL. Rockland 754-J. tion on quiet street.
Bunker C Oil for heating the
ROBERT M. ROSS. late of St. ters Testamentary issue to Lizzie MAN, late of South Thomaaton,
76-78
N. Main St____________________ 75-78
Thomaston
Court House. Rockland, for the
JUNK
WANTED
George, deceased. June 17, 1952 Mary Marriott of Tenant's Harbor, deceased. First and Final Aocount
UPSTAIRS Apt,, 4 rooms and
MEI’S, Women'* *nd children’s
A 3-apartment House on Main MORRIS GORDON & SON. 6 Tea
season 1952-53.
Bids are to
Helen G. Ross of St. George was she being the executrix named presented for allowance by Harry
■hoe* sold at factory price at JOE’S bath to let. Also large sunny bed street, centrally located and all St. Tel. 123-W.
77tf
appointed executrix, without bond. therein, without bond.
L. Waterman, Administrator.
be opened July 8, 1952. Bids to
76*78 apartments rented.
SHOE STORE, 63 Cedar St. Open room; 144 UNION ST.
MALE OR FEMALE
HERMAN G. SIMMONS, late of
ESTATE GEORGE W. LURVEY,
be mailed to County Commis
Thomaston
WIIjLIAM D. TALBOT, late of
dally, Inc. Sunday until 9 p. m,
FTVE-Room Heated Apartment to
Part-time: Earn money in your
A two-family House of five rooms
sioners, Court House, Rockland. ; Port Clyde, deceased. June 17, Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe- late of Rockland, deceased. First
*Ko*pt Thur*. close at 6 o’clock.
let. TEL. 402.
74tf
, 1952 Carrie Thompson of Rockland tition for Probate thereof asking 1 and Final Account presented for aleach. Two baths. Priced very rea community working for reliable
»8tf
The Commissioners reserve the
THREE-Room Apt. furnished or sonable at $4500.
was appointed administratrix and that the same may be proved and lowance by Nettie Tinker, executrix.
company. If Interested, write to
right
io
reject
any
or
all
bids.
BOOKKEEPING and Adding unfurnished to let. All modem
qualified by filing bond on June allowed and that Letters Testamen
Thomaston
, A N.. The Courier-Gazette, RockESTATE ANNIE PAYNE FOSS,
KNOX
COUNTY
lachine oomblned. for sale, elec- Improvements. TEL. 1285.
23.
1962.
73tf
77* 79
An eight-room House, with bath land, Me.
tary issue to Pauline G. Talbot of late of North Haven, deceased.
COMMISSIONERS
I
Attest"
•lc, floor model. Burroughs card
Rockland, she being the executrix First and Final Account of Lewi*
UNF’URNTSHED three-room Apt. on first floor and flush and lava
GIRL or Woman wanted, to do
77-79
WILLIS R. VINAL. Register.
rstem. CALL 40, between 9 and to let. Heated, elec, stove, private tory on second floor. Garage at
named therein, without bond.
C. Foss, executor, presented for al
general housework. No cooking,
1
78-S-84
I a. m.
73tf bath. Available around July 1; 99 tached. Hot water heating system washing
OSCAR S. DUNOAN. late of lowance by Jerome G. Burrows,
and no children. TEL.
72tf with oil burner. Built 1904.
REBUILT Bicycles for sale. New Camden St. TEL. 1245.
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe Administrator, c.t.a. of the estate
299-W.
77-79
Thomaston
tires,
newly-painted.
RAYES
tition for Probate thereof asking of Lewis C. Foss, deceased.
ONE-Room Furnished Apt. on
WOMAN
wated
for
light
house

On Main street, a good incomeCRAFT SHOP, Prescott St. 73*78 Willow St., to let. TEL 939 or 1219.
ESTATE NELLIE H. FULLER.,
that the same may be proved and
work and to stay with aged lady
allowed and that Letters Testamen late of Camden, deceased. First and
Precious Heirlooms
71 tf producing property. Steam heat while daughter works. TEL. 332-R
FLOWER
Trellises,
Border
and
oil
burner.
Fire
place,
1!4
tary issue to Agnes C. Duncan of Final Account presented for allow
Fenoes, Novelties and Toys for
after 5 p. m.
76*78
FOUR-Room unfurnished Apt. to
Rockland, she being the executrix ance by Harold S. Davis, Trustee.
sale.
RAYES CRAFT SHOP. let. Bath, hot and cold water, acres of land.
Thomaston
ALL
kinds
of
Property
listings
I
Can
be
Used-Now
named
therein, without bond.
ESTATE CURTIS A. DOOPrescott St.
73*78 heated.
Thermostatic controlled,
Five-room modem Home, built wanted. If you are thinking off I
ESTATE
MARTHA E. JONES. LITTLE, late of Camden, deceased,
SINGER Sewing Mfg. Co. Sales elec, range, elec, refrigerator, $10 ten years ago. Perfect condition, selling, let's talk it over. WILLIAM
late of Thomaston, deceased. Will1 First and Final Account presented
Service and Repair. Write or Call per week. Over Carr's Store, cor furnace, burner, electric hot water, T. DEAN, Rockland. Tel. 226. Li
and Petition for Probate thereof for allowance by Duane Doolittle,
Give your living room a lovely
Water St- Augusta. TEL 3770. ner Main and Rankin streets. TEL. electric range, etc, complete with censed Real Estate Broker.
61tf
asking that the same may be Administrator.
57tf lot 90x100 ft.
14tf 25.
proved and allowed and that Let ESTATE LUCY C. FARNSWORTH,
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
mellow touch with that antique
Cashing
FOUR-Room Unfurnished Apt.
ters
of Administration, with the late of Rockland, deceased. Eighth
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
I have two salt water farms that Union 8t„ Grove St entrance- Tel.
to let, bath, hot water heat; 34
now In the attic. Just send It to
will
annexed
be issued to Charlena account presented for allowance by
OBANITB LIVES FOKEVEB
Deposit
Fulton St. TEL. 1379-R.
68tf defy description and must be seen 1680. EVA AMES.
M Russell of Arlington. Massachu
76*81
to be appreciated; also many other
Wa*a Step* Pwto, Fireplacea
me for expert refurbishing at mini
setts,
or
some
other suitable per Company, Trustee.
SMALL Furnished Apartments, good homes.
DONT
discard
your
old
or
Meerlng Stone* and Chain, Ashson, with bond.
central location and at North
mum cost.
ESTATE GLADYS M. HEALD,
Call or see
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
kr, Veneer, Pier Stone, Wall and
End. Apply 11 JAMES ST.
51tf
ESTATE CHARLES M. LAWRY, late of Thomaston, deceased. First
ALBERT B. El .1 .TOT,
NEWMAN for restoring and relate
of
Thomaston,
deceased.
PeFfenndatlon Stone.
Estimate*
...
, and Final Account, presented for
HEATED and unheated furnished
Insurance-Real Estate-Appraisals flnlshlng; tf Maaonl* Bt TeL
tition for Administration asking , allowance by Lilia B. Elliot Admingfedly submitted. He ebllgatlon. Apts- to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77 Thomaston, Me. Res. Tel 27 Office 5 1106-M.
Itf
that
Statie
M.
LawTy
of
Thomaston,
1 istratrix.
73-78
Pxrk at
Tela. 8060 or 1234.
itf
HOCKING GRANITE INDUS
or some other suitable person, be
wit "
har.r.v f
wttjiuto
BIKE Repairing wanted; largest
TRIES (Successor* to John Mee
48
MASONIC
STREET
TWO-APT. House at tf Park St stock at parts in Knox County;
SANDINe Machine and polisher
appointed administratrix,
with
'
Esquire
Judge
of
Probate
Court for
han * Son), Clark Uand, Ma
___
___
to let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer for sale, occupied at present. Price used Bikes. BITLER
CAR
AND
TELEPHONE 1106-M
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TaA Bockland U-WS er Tenant’s
t
I Knox °°untL Rockland. Maine.
right Inquire WALDOBORO GA- I HOME SUPPLY, 470 Main St.
Inqntr*
a*
BRA
COAST
PAHVT
BSTATE
j
M.
LAWRY,
j
Attest'
24-aw
UrttT M-U
l-“
Ktf
67tf
late of Thomaston, deceased. Pe- | 78-S-84. ’
wrn.T.nq r. vnm.
OO, 440 Main BL
1« RAGK L16 Park St T*L 4TR

FOR SALE

j

REAL ESTATE

MISCELLANEOUS

$U

H. JOHN NEWMAN

OHARU ES
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Maine Tree Farms

They Will Become a Reality
In the Month Of

August

KNOX POMONA AT SOUTH WARREN

4-H Field Day

Maine will have its first Tree
Farms ln August.
Whitefield led by Leslie C. Rogers
Resulting from several meetings
won the green and white banner
Harold
Castner
of
Damariscotta
held in February and March repreand a watermelon as the highest
ented by Industry, private forest- guest speaker Saturday at a meet
F. H. A. Visitors scoring club at the Knox-Lincoln
rs and State and Federal Forestry ing of Knox Pomona Grange held
4-H Field Day Saturday. A total
Departments, the Maine Tree Farm with Goodwill Grange, South War
score of 43 points was won.
Program is malting fast progess.
ren, had for his subject, the his Top Ranking Federal Farm
Warren Wonder Workers, led by
The Specific Standard Committee
Loan Personnel Toured Avis
Gammon and Merry Maids of
has already completed the contents tory of Knox and Lincoln Coun
Section Wednesday
South Bristol led by Mrs. Ella Lane
of a leaflet to be available for use ties which stress on the shell heaps
by Tree Farm Inspectors and others of the Damariscotta River.
Three representatives from the tied for second place each with 30
connected with the program. Edwin
national
office of the Farmers points, and the two groups divided
Knox Pomona accepted an invi
Olddings, Penobscot Development tation to meet July 12 with Waldo Home Administration met in the a 40 pound watermelon.
Coggan’s Hill Boys of Union won
Company is chairman with mem and Lincoln Pomonas at Penobscot Farnsworth Museum Wednesday to
bers Lewis Bissell, Extension For- View Grange Hall, at Glencove for analyze and review the progress third place and also enjoyed a nice
estor; Norman Oray, C. B. Cum a field day. Limerock Valley is to made by people receiving farm cre juicy watermelon.
County Agent, Gil Jaeger, was
mings Co.; John Maines, Great be the host. Those who attend will dit from the Rockland FHA County
Northern; Morris Wing, Interna bring box lunch, and coffee will be Office w'hich covers Knox and official starter for all races. He was
assisted by Clinton Jewett, Sr., of
tional Paper Co.; and Joel Marsh, served by the host Pomona. Each Lincoln Counties.
Supervisor of the Tree Farm Pro Pomona will furnish members on
Present were Robert A. Ragaine, Whitefield and Mrs. Mary Gurney
gram and Secretary of the Tree the program that day.
Production Loan Division; Richard of Appleton.
L. C. Rogers of Whitefield, Mrs.
Farm Committee. This committee
Pioneer Grange of East Union, P. Maxey, Farm Ownership Divi
1 :pects to have the Specific Stand was winner of the attendance rib sion and A. L. Sorensen. National Olivia Frantz of Tenant’s Harbor
and Mrs Tibbetts of South Bristol
ard leafets approved and ready for bons for the day Saturday.
Field Representative.
editing early in June.
Also in attendance at the meet and Miss Elizabeth Sawyer of Rock
One candidate, Glenys Miller of
The General Standard Committee Goodwill Grange,
received the ing were Homer F. Worcester, state land were score keepers
Mrs. Hazel Gammon, County 4-H
has been given the duty of work Fifth Degree.
director for Maine; Henry F. Lowe,
ing out designs for the Tree Farm
The program included the fol chief of program operations; Rich Project leader, operated the lunch
sign. A final selection and appro lowing: Welcome by Fred Fernald ard E. Kennedy, farm ownership booth which was a very popular
val for a desired sign will be made of Thomaston and the response by specialist and Wendell W. Smith, place. Hundreds of skippy cups,
early in June with plans for their Guy Stockbridge of Appleton.
state field representative, from the popsicles, hotdogs and cold drinks
construction soon afterwards.
Skit by Mrs. Kathryn Draper and state office of the FHA in Bangor. were consumed by the 250 club
Edmund Melcher, S. D. Warren Mrs. Charlotte Smith of South Also Darius D. Joy, Jr., county su members, leaders and guests.
Co. in Cumberland Mill is chair Warren. Readings by Mrs. Nettie pervisor and Herman C. Lamoreau
Races
man of a five man Finance Com Copeland and Mrs. Bernice Jame assistant county supervisor of the
The Three Legged Race
mittee. They will raise the neces son of Waldoboro and recitations Rockland FHA office.
Percy Cunningham and Maurice
sary funds to finance the costs of by Clarence and Barak Shibles of
In addition to reviewing and dis Jackson of North Whitefield won
the Tree Farms Signs and other Dover, N. H.
cussing the records of FHA bor the three legged race for Senior
obligations of the Eree Farm Com
Visiting Pomonas at the meeting rowers, visits were made to the boys, Sadie Gammon and Freda
mittee so as to carry out the Maine were, Limerock Valley, Lincoln and farms of several people in Knox
Hill of Warren won for the Senior
[program.
and Lincoln Counties who have Girls; junior girls were Gloria Ken
Waldo.
A Tree Farm is an area of pri
ownership and
The next meeting of Knox Po operating, farm
niston and Marjorie Counsens of
vately-owned land dedicated to mona Grange will be an evening farm housing Ioans. The borrowers
Warren and Junior boys winning
continuous growth of forest crops meeting Julg 2 with Georges Val farms selected to be visited repre
were Alton Gammon of North War
for commercial purposes.
The ley Grange of Appleton.
sent a cross-section of the FHA ag
ren and Butch Morine of Union.
words "Tree Farm” mean the owner
ricultural program in Knox and
Half Mile Race
has received public recognition for products?
Lincoln Counties and actual visits
having demonstrated outstanding
Winners in the half mile race
If the landowner answers “Yes” and discussions with the borrowers
ability in management of his to all these questions he probably gave evidence of the assistance were: Lyman Staples of Whitefield;
woodland.
Percy Cunningham of North Whitecan qualify. He must agree to rendered by the FHA program.
The program began in the State supply information relative to his
of Washington ln 1941 and has since woodland operation when data is
spread to every section of the requested and the property must be
United States. The first Tree Farm open for inspection.
was a 120,000-acre tract of second
Should the land change hands or Dear Blueberry Grower:
| DDT to check any insects that
growth timber dedicated to the pro should the owner fail at any time
June is the time when we begin might appear on the new land,
duction of wood crops for commer to maintain high management to think about the blueberry fruit1 Care should be taken with this dust
cial use on a perpetual basis. Since standards, Tree Farm certification
fly which is due to arrive the last | if the plants to be dusted are near
that time the program has ex is withdrawn.
week in the month. At blueberry bearing bushes. Don’t let DDT get
panded rapidly. In five years it
Most forested States participate
had grown to 11,000,000 acres and in the program. The movement is meetings held last Spring, Dr. on land that is to be raked this
H. Lathrop of the Experi- year.
by mid-century the country’s Tree encouraged nationally by American I Frank
mcnt station gave us a very flne
Weed Control
Farm acreage had reached the Forest Products Industries of
talk on the habits of the fly and
22,000,000 mark. Thousands of in Washington, D. C., a non-political.' methods
If you have trouble with sweet
of control.
dividual ownerships — industrial, non-profit organization sponsored
fern, a spray of 2, 4-D applied fol
It might be a good plan to sum
farm and investment—are repre by wood-dependent industries.
lowing raking in August or Sep
marize some of these points.
sented. Small woodlots make up
In Maine the program will be co- !
tember will kill the weed, and if
The flies emerge from the ground
65 percent of the ownerships.
operatively sponsored by the Maine where the wormy berries dropped the area is to be burned the follow
Who Can Join
Forest Service and the Maine For
ing Spring very little effect will be
off at the time of the last raking.
If you own woodland, you may be est Products Industries. The For
noticed to the blueberry plants.
The flies feed for about a week
able to qualify. Tree Farms may est Commissioner has designated a
Other weeds that are killed by
before laying eggs and will start
range from small woodlots to in Forest Supervior for the project
2,4-D have to be treated in June.
despositing their eggs in ripe ber
dustrial tracts as large as several from the State Forestry Depart
Bushes that are to be cut this Fall
ries only.
or more townships.
ment. This supervisor has been
can
be killed by painting the
The flies will continue to emerge
There is more to tree farming chosen by the Maine Tree Farm
stumps with a mixture of 2,5-T and
in
increased
numbers
up
to
about
than hanging a sign on the gate. Committee as their secretary.
kerosene.
Standards and specifications vary
Many woodland owners have been the middle of July when they will
Fertilized Plots
[with local conditions. Intent and practicing good forest management begin to decrease, but some flies
Two fertilized plots in Knox
performance are all-important. and harvesting regular crops of will hatch out even in August.
Every Tree Farm certification com wood on a sustained yield basis for > All flies do not come out the first County are looking very good.
mittee asks these questions when years. If you have been doing all i ycar but somc the second year and These were one-fourth acre each
have been known to hatch and the nitrate of soda was used
it considers a timber owner’s ap these things, you may be eligible a
at the rate of 100 pounds per acre.
to become a Tree Farmer.
: out the third Vear
plication:
The public will be informed
Burning has no effect on them, The material was applied in No
1.
Is the woodland privately
through newspapers and radio as
A 50-10-40 dust has been found vember 1950 and the plot burned in
owned?
2. Is the woodland being main to when Tree Farm applications the most effective and does the the Spring of 1951.
The plots together with check
tained for the growth and harvest will be received for consideration least damage to the plants. The
ing of commercial timber crops? by the Tree Farm Committee. Plans dust is applied at the rate of six plots will be measured for yields
3. Is the woodland being ade are being made to have the first pounds per acre. More is not nec- this Summer. They are on land
quately protected from fire, insects, dedications during August which essary.
owned by J. A. Pitman of Appleton,
means that more definite material i As the poison is soluble, a heavy and Frank Payson of Hope. An
disease and destructive grazing?
4. Are the cutting practices sat and information pertaining to the rain will wash off the material so other application of nitrate was
isfactory and will they insure re program will be made available be that it will not kill the insects.
applied to the Payson lot when the
If the dust is applied, and with blossoms were in the pink stage.
peated crops of merchantable forest fore then.
in 48 hours there is a heavy show Mr. Payson carries a three year ro
er or rain, another dust should be tation so these plots will be
applied at once.
checked two years for yields, etc.
If a rain comes two or three days
As a last word, check the weath
after the dusting, the next dust er during July for excessive rain
should be delayed a week in order fall and dust accordingly.
for a new lot of flies to hatch out
Ralph C. Wentworth
and feed before laying eggs.
District Blueberry Agent
Dusts should not be applied af
ter the last of July to avoid pos
sible residue being left on the fruit.

<

POP'S BLUEBERRY LETTER

MOW***

Dust For New Plants

There have been several cases of
blight on bearing bushes this year.
The weather probably had a lot to
do with the trouble. If you had
trouble this year it might be well
to apply a dust containing Ferbam
to the new plants, about the first of
July. This dust could also contain
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Sec it io action. Let
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HOME RADIOS

I

CAR RADIOS
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FREEZERS
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Burpee
Furniture

I

GREVIS F. PAYSON

517 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

FARM MACHINERY DIVISION

S-S-tf

UNION, MAINE
76-78

HAVE YOUR

PORTABLES

The Radio Shop

TELEPHONE 24

NEW FHA COUNTY COMMITTEEMEN EXTENSION MEETING OCTOBER 28

The North Whitefield Jolly
Workers Union Outing
Knox-Lincoln Historian Speaker Last
Poultrymen Kigel and Salmi Chosen Annual Sessions Set For Waldoboro;
Winners Saturday
Week; July Meeting At Appleton
To Serve the Three Years Ahead
Membership Drive Ends That Date
Jolly Workers 4-H Club of North

PHILCO

Installed

Co.
361 Main St
Rockland,

Maine
TEL. 1520
55-T&S-I84!;

Charles Kigel of Warren has
been appointed to the county com
mittee of the Farmers Home Ad
ministration for Knox County and
Frank Salmi of Waldoboro for
Lincoln County. The appointments
were made by Homer F. Worcester,
state director, of Bangor.
Mr. Kigel is a poultry farmer
with 10,000 laying birds. In addi
tion, he has approximately 50 arces
of blueberry land. He has found
time to serve one three-year term
as an FHA committeeman; has
been a past county committeeman
of the Farm Bureau; past presi
dent of the Farm Bureau, and also
past president of the Knox County
Poultry Inprovement Association.
Mr Salmi is a poultryman with
3.200 laying hens. He also has 20
acres of blueberries. For the
present, Salmi is producing meat
birds for which he has a preferred
market. He is a member of the
Extension
Association,
Lincoln
County Poultry Improvement Asso
ciation, director of the Medomak
Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
director of Waldoboro Lockers, Inc,
and is serving his second year as
field and Joseph McCabe of North
Whitefield.
Dashes
Roland Rogers of North Whitefield won the 200 yard dash for sen
ior boys. Eunice Gamage of South
Bristol won the 100 yard dash for
senior girls. Lyman Staples of
Whitefield was winner of the junior
boys 100 yard dash while Phyllis
Eskberg of Tenant’s Harbor won
the Junior girls 50 yard dash.
Sack Races

The senior boys sack race was
won by Roland Rogers while Eunice
Gamage won the senior girls sack
race. Joseph McCabe of North
Whitefield was winner for junior
boys and Nancy Gamage of South
Bristol for junior girls.

County Agent's
Corner
Summer must very definitely be
here, next year can’t be too far
away for it is conference time again
and we are working on our 1953
program with the state specialists.
I am personally pleased that sev
eral weeks ago I could send in a
suggested program that was made
up by our community project lead
ers. The dairy program was copied
without a change; the poultry pro
gram changed only to fit a form
but not in substance.
Community chairmen, at the
leaders meeting, recommended ac
tion on a community basis and I’m
pleased to see this thought per
meating the minds of those at the
college. The problem of unused
lands, profitable enterprise, keep
ing our young farmers on the land
are items that concern not only an
individual farm but a community,
its county and the whole state and
nation.
These are items that came from
your leaders. We hope that our
program will continue to come from
you and that through this, the pro
gram will become stronger and
continue to be of benefit to you.
Sincerely,
Gil Jager, County Agent

Avoid Blackleg
Calves Should Be Vaccin
ated When Three Or Four
Months Old
Farmers living in blackleg areas
were cautioned today that to pre
vent losses from this disease, the
important step is to have animals
vaccinated before outbreaks occur.
Pointing out that this is the
danger season for blackleg, the
American Foundation for Animal
Health warned that this suddendeath disease is usually fatal.
“All calves in blackleg areas
shoud be vaccinated when three
or four months’ old,” the Founda
tion suggested. “The disease is
caused by a spore-forming germ
which can live in the ground for
years. It may enter an animal’s
body through small cuts and punc
tures in the skin, or may be picked
up through grazing.
“Typical symptoms include dull
ness and lameness followed by a
fever, swelling and loss of weight.
The victims usually die quickly.
“When blackleg is suspected, an
immediate diagnosis is imperative.
If the trouble proves to be
blackleg,
the
rest
of
the
herd can then be protected by vac
cination. Carcasses of animals
which die from blackleg should be
burned or buried deeply under lime
to prevent the infection from
spreading."

president of the Knox-Lincoln Co
operative Farmers Association.
Both men will serve three years
and the appointments are effective
July 1. 1952
Kigel succeeds Edward H. Latva :
of Cushing, whose term expires
Monday. Other members of the
county committee for Knox County
are: J. R. Danforth of Union and
Laurence B. Rokes of Camden.
Salmi succeeds Henry J. lives of
Waldoboro. Other members of the
county committee for Lincoln
County are: Wallace E. Spear of
Nobleboro and Ralph W Keene of
I
Damariscotta.

Foreign Students Meet With
Committees

Plans were made for the KnoxLincoln County Extension Associa
tion annual meeting and the 1953
membership campaign at a meeting
held at North Nobleboro, June 18.
The membership committee, con
sisting of President Herbert Spear,
Waldoboro; Mrs. Gladys Patrick,
Waldoboro! Mrs. Florence Peck.
Nobleboro; Clifton Robbins, Hope;
and Herbert Alexander, Camden,
decided on a program somewhat
similar to last year with an in
tensified follow-up campaign.
The annual meeting committee

consists ol President Herbert
Spear; Schuyler Hawes, Union;
Mrs. Elsa Kigel, Warren and Mrs.
Gertrude Hupper, Tenant's Harbor.
This committee decided to hold the
annual meeting on Oct. 28 which
will also be the ending date ol the
membership campaign, at the Wal
doboro Theatre.
European students in the county
attended the meeting.
The budget committee which has
not met as yet consists of county
committee officers: Herbert Spear;
Albert Orff, Cushing; Mrs. Mary
Dyer, Owl’s Head; Herbert Alexan
der, Camden; William Jameson,
Waldoboro and Mrs. Florence Peck.

Second Set Twins

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Ned Cutting’s Herefords In
Owl’s Head Grange

The Third and Fourth Degrees
were conferred on three candidates
at the last meeting of Owl’s Head
Grange. They were Bruce London,
Herbert Hillgrove and John Parlee.
A harvest supper, under the direc
tion of Margaret Greeley and Letha Munro, was served before the
meeting.
The refreshment committee for
the social on July 1 will be Ruth
Barnard. Bertha Thompson and
Marion Rogers. These socials will
continue throughout the Summer
and after July 8 will be held every
Tuesday.
Sister Inez
Montgomery and
Brother Omar Searles were report
ed ill. Both have been recent pa
tients at the hospital.
The lecturers program was pre
sented by the Home and Commun
ity Welfare Committee with the as
sistance of Lecturer Thelma Mur
ray. The lecturers march was won
by Mildred Wiley of Mt. Pleasant
Grange.
’
The program: song, “Home On
the Range," all members; “The Old
Time Family," read by Carrie Nash
and “Neighborliness'’ read by Hel
en Garnett.
A community sing was held with
Thelma Murray at the piano and
Gus Myers violinist, followed by
“May the Good Lord Bless and
Keep You," by Blanche Mann and
Tillie Hooper with Thelma Mur
ray pianist and Gus Myers violin
ist.
(
"The House of Love,” read by
Martha Alley. Remarks were made
by Past Master Norman Crockett
of Penobscot View, Sister Crockett
also of Penobscot View and Sister
Joy of Lubec Grange.
Visitors were present from Mt.
Pleasant, St. George, Lubec. Plea
sant Valley and Penobscot View
Granges.
The next regular meeting will be
on July 8.
Meenahga Grange

Meenahga Grange draped its
charter at the Monday night meet
ing, in memory of Sister Annie Da
vis.
Audrey Jackson was reported re
covering from surgery; cards may
be sent.
Several members attended Lin
coln Pomona at Dyer’s Valley
Grange on Tuesday night.
Meenahga Juvenile Grange will
hold a regular meeting Monday af
ternoon at the usual hour.
Mt. Pleasant Grange

At our meeting last Monday eve
ning State Deputy Thadeous Reed
and Juvenile Deputy Ethel Reed of
Wiscasset was present for inspec
tion on the First Degree, with the
following candidates receiving the
degree. Enid Dodge, Helen Cross,
William Spear, William Lermond,
Gerald Thibedeau and Kenneth
London.
The Second Degree was conferred
by Past Master Herbert Gould of
Megunticook.
Sister Jeannette Dennison acted
as Lecturer as our Lecturer was
away.
Program was as follows: Remarks
by the following: State Deputy
Reed of Wiscasset; Juvenile Depu
ty Ethel Reed of Wiscasset; State
Deputy Earl Tolman of West Rock
port; Juvenile Deputy Frances Tol
man of West Rockport; Juvenile
Matron, Gladys Parker of West
Rockport; Juvenile Patron, George
Parker of West Rockport.
Guitar and banjo duet by Wal
ter Lermond and Maynard Tol
man.
Readings on Father: Sister Eve
lyn Merrifield, Viola Starr. Remarks
by Sister Rose Nash of Gardiner
Citv Grange, Newton, Mass. Re
marks by Sister Anna White of
Huntoon Hill Grange. Donation I
March won by Oliver Counce.
At our meeting next Monday Les
ter Shibles will be present and pre
sent a speaker from Massachusetts.
Hope a large number will turn out.
Mt. Pleasant Juvenile Grange

Second Twin Calf Act In
worked Degrees on Craig Lenard
last Monday.
A Two Month Period
The members all went on a picnic
A second set of twin Hereford
at Belfast Park last Wednesday
with Russell Staples in the school j calves within a two month period
bus. 42 went and had a wonderful j were born Tuesday at the farm of
Edward C. Cutting in Warren.
time.
The birth of even one set of twin
Pioneer Grange
calves is unusual and two sets with
Brother James Dornan, chair
in such a short period has been
man of the improvement commit
termed a rarity by veterinariana.
tee, reports that improvements are
There are 65 head at the farm.
progressing satisfactorily. We have
had a well drilled and water will be
family of Worcester, Mass., are
pumped into the kitchen very soon.
occupying David Duncan’s cottage,
Carpenters have started work on
"Brae Mar.”
other improvements.
Mrs. Alice Strickland of Boston
Home made ice cream and cook
and sister, Mrs. Lora Hardison of
ies were served after the meeting
East Orange. N. J., arrived Wed
by Sisters Esther Tolman and Ber nesday night for the Summer.
nice Young.
Sara Bunker arrived Wednesday
A public supper, benefit of the to pass the Summer with her
Cemetery
Association
will
be mother, Mrs. Cora Bunker, High
served Friday night from 5.30 to 7 street.
at Pioneer Grange Hall. A meeting
Eugenia Carver, who has been
of the Association will be held af teaching in Somerville, Mass., and
ter the supper.
Marietta Ingerson. who taught at
Weymouth Grange
Pearl River, N. Y., arrived WedThe Third and Fourth Degrees ! nsday for the Summer vacation.
Plans are beinf made by
were conferred on Dianne Clukey,
Frank Fogg and Dorothy Conant. Coodcock-Cassie-Coombs Post, and
Also, three from Megunticook; I American Legion Auxiliary, for a
Benjamin Pooley, Jessie Joslyn and dedication ceremony, July 4, of
"Grimes Park” formerly known as
Arthur Hardy.
Smith's
Point, which was presented
Guests were present from Me
gunticook, Good Will and Mt. Cad to the Legion by Fred Grimes.
Mr. and Mrs. O. ”V. Drew and
illac, Rockbound, Acorn and Ma
grand-daughter Loretta Shields re
ple. There was a total of 87 pre
turned Thursday from a week’s
sent.
visit with relatives in Oquossoc.
Mr. Perry of the Camden Hills
Mr. Drew also attended Postmas
Theatre showed colored slides on
ters’ Convention in Augusta.
the Shakespearean Festival given
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Garey, who
each year by the players. Miss have been guests of their daugh
Bates of the theatre group spoke ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
briefly.
Albert Carver, returned Monday to
their home in Eastern.
Rockport Visitors

VINALHAVEN
MRS. ALLIE LANE
Correspondent
Telephone 85

Dr. and Mrs. Harry Reid, sons
Harry and Jack and daughter,
Nancy of Lisbon Falls, arrived
Thursday at their Summer cottage,
"Sunny Bank,” at Carver’s Cove.
Alton Lewis has returned to
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Mrs. Lewis
will remain for a longer visit with
her mother, Mrs. Annie Black.
Elizabeth Dearborn and sister,
Ruth Dearborn of Meriden, Conn.,
have arrived at their Summer home
on High street with their parents,
Mr and Mrs. Harland Dearborn.
Mrs. Henry Swasey has returned
to Durham, N. H.. having been the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Emma
Winslow, Cottage street.
Miss Leida Orcutt of Gray,
Maine, is visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. Fritz Skoog, East Boston
road.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swanson and
son Philip have arrived from Wor
cester, Mass., for the Summer va
cation.
Kenneth Anderson has returned
from New Jersey, where he has
been teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hirtle and

Mrs. Leon Arey, Mrs. Max Con
way, Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist, Mrs.
Roy Arey returned Thursday from
Rockport, where they attended
Eastern Star School of Instruction
held Wednesday afternoon at Har
bor Light Chapter. District Deputy
Grand Matron. Miss Marion Upham
was present. By invitation, they
also attended Beach Chapter, Order
of the Eastern Star, Wednesday
night, which was inspected by the
Worthy Grand Matron, Dorothy
Whitney of Machias A delicious
supper was served They were over
night guests of District Deputy
Grand Matron, Marion Upham of
Rockport.
Church News

Rev. W. S. Stackhouse will
preach at Union Church Sunday at
the 11 o’clock service. There will
be selections by the choir. Soloist
Mrs. Charles Hirtle of Worcester,
Mass. She will sing “Look Down
Dear Lord,” by H. Fisher. Sunday
evening meeting with sermon by
the pastor.

Being a good husband is like any
other job—much easier if you get
along with the boss.
SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT

SUMMER SCHEDULE

NORTH HAVEN
PORT DISTRICT
Starting June 2, 1952

Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.
Lv.
Ar.

North Haven .....
Rorkland .............
North Haven .......
Rockland .............
Rorkland .............
North Haven .......
Rockland ............
North Haven .......

7.00 A. M.
8.10 A.M.
12.15 P.M.
1.25 P. M.
8.15 A.M.

10.25 A. M.
3.30 P.M.
4.40 P. M.

STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 29

TO SEPT. 7 INCLUSIVE

Will run Sundays leaving
Rorkland at 8.30 A. M. Arriv
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
Leave North Haven at 3.45 P.
M. Arriving Rockland at 4.55
P M
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.
June 29th to Sept. 6th Inclu
sive extaa trip from North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5.30 P.
M. Arriving Rockland 6.40 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
66-tf

Starting June 2 to Oct. 1. 1952
Daily Except Sunday E. D. T.
......... 7.00 A.M.
Ar. Rockland .. ......... 8.20 AM.
Lv. Vinalhaven ......... 12.45 P.M.
Ar. Rockland .... .......... 2.05 P.M.
Lv. Rockland ... ........ 9.30 A.M.
Ar. Vinalhaven . ........ 10.50 A.M.
Lv. Rockland ... ........ 3.30 P. M.
Ar. Vinalhaven ......... 4.54 P.M.
June 2 to September 13
BOAT MARY A
Leave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.05 A. M.;
Leave Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
I rive Rockland 5.35 P. M.; Oa
Tuesdays and Thursdays extra
trip of Mary A leaving Rockland
at 2.15 P. M.; starting June 28
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday
at 5.30 P. M. instead pt 4.15 P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 29
Will run Sundays leaving Rock
land at 8.45 A. M.; arriving
Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M. Leaving
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M, arriving
Rockland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
Rockland 5.00 P. M, arriving
Vinalhaven 6.20 P. M.
i
(Subject to change without
notice)
88-tf

f
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More Than 100 Attend "The Best Yet
Meeting At Whitehall Inn

ROCKPORT
MRS NANCY I. COMPTON
Correspondent
Tel. Camden 2050

elude organized games as well as
swimming from the public beach
when the tide and weather are
agreeable

zThe First Lady"
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Mr. and Mrs. Austin Sprague and aU four
ln lhe Knox Subur.
enrollment and
the Federated Church followed by Farmington the guests of her Waterman and
Mrs. Charleen ' public is cordially invited to attend. Oct.
the
Methodist
Church
at
Union.
1
Elliott
Smith
were
in
Ellsworth
W
Present enrollment and
the morning service II a m. Rev. daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and Strang.
will teach a course on "Principles Friday
^r to Hein club will mec u™
‘
V°‘Ced
Twins Honored
Leach subject will be "Our Ameri Mrs. William Bragg. Jr.
Mr nuvtor Hoc nfiAsi
to-Help Club wi* 1 meet Mon- affection and best wishes through
Lion Bob Laite presented to speMr and Mrs. Harold Arnold en- f Ta
Mrs.
I.
Stanley
Bailey.
Evanston.
of
Teaching
Mr.
Baxter
has
usgd
The
seawind
brought
Mr.
ar.d
day
evening
at
the
home
of
Mrs
president
Seth
low
can Heritage." Anthem; "Within
cial guest Ferdinand Loungeway a tertained at their home on John this course successfully in other
Ill., is a guest of her mother Mrs
Th>. gpeaker was Arthur H. DaiThy Gates." by Von Berge
beautiful desk set. pen in a black street Wednesday night in honor I pariShes and brings to It the train- Mrs Lev. Moulden's car this week. Hazel Cain for a covered dish supMaude
C.
Gay.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m. at
Mrs
Abner
Sadler
and
son
Jack
per.
Each
member
is
asked
to
bring
?e
i] Of tbe John Hancock Life InMrs Celia Gross, Gorham has onyx stjind, inscribed with his name of Lucy and Linda Roberts of Lynn ! mg and experience of the previous of Stonington visited Mr and Mrs lii* own dishes and silver.
the Baptist Church followed by the
j the claims made In his behalf as a
and
the
name
of
the
donor,
the
Mass.,
twin
granddaughters
of
Mrs.
j years of his ministry. All teachers
morning service at 11 o'clock. Rev. been at the home of her sister, Mrs Camden-Rockport Lions Club. The Emma Arnold. Those present were: [ jn the Church School and the Harry Stockbridge over the weekRockport Health Clinic will be surance Co., and he amply justified
Fitzpatrick's subject will be “Three George Coombs.
held next Thursday at 930 a. m. at gifted public speaker Holding a po
gift was the appreciation of Mr. Mrs. Edna Start and granddaugh- { home will gain much help from this end.
Samuel H Weston is in the
Symbols of The Christian Life.”
Mrs. Marne Joyce is working at the Baptist Church, Dr. Harry sition of great repsonsiblltty ln thia
Loungeway's services to the com- ter Brenda, Mrs. Carrie Knight, ' oourse. This school is sponsored
Raymond Pendleton Jr . of War- Maine General Hospital Portland muity and of his many fine speak- Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Jackson anil by the Methodist Churches of earn the Summer home of Miss Alice Tounge attending.
fourth largest of the nation* in
ren will be the guest speaker at *or surSery
Mrs Ethel York is a patient at surance company, Mr. Dalzell coning engagements before it's mem- sons Glenn and David. Mr. and den, Rockport, Union and Rock- Francis taking the place of Mrs.
the evening service his subject will
Mrs. Fred Boggs is visiting relatrived to get a vast amount of in
bers.
Mrs. John Horton. Mr. and Mrs. ' land. All church workers are In- Lilia Moulden who fell and broke the Bler.is Rest Home,
her arm recently.
Harborlight Chapter OES were surance information with the mind*
be ' The Sleepers of The Bibles." tives m Massachusetts.
Reflecting the fine attendance of Albert Horton. Mr. and Mrs. Walter vited.
Mrs. Edwards Conners and son
Mrs. Richard Kent is home from hosts Wednesday for the Eastern of his hearers with a maximum of
Miss Merrill Honored
the members at their regular meet- Weed and sons Douglass. Kenneth ,
• . > •
Star School of Instruction. The va- solid enjoympnt A graduate in en
Refreshments were served at the Richard. Winchester, Mass., has ings and the many activities of the and Ronald, Mr. and Mrs Walter
The Sunday evening worship the Bar Harbor Hospital.
home of Mrs J. W Lundin. after
vUiting her sislers Mrs
Thursday
evening
Mr
and
Mrs
nous chapters of the district were gineering and an officer in World
service
at
the
South
Thomaston
club during the period September Annis and son Gerald. Mr. and Mrs.
the piano recital of Shirley Merrill stabl and
Glady® Pola_nd
through April which is considered George Start. Mrs. Albert Horton, Methodist Church will be held at Maurice Kent gave a party for her present. Seventy-two attended the ! War I, Mr Dalzell was converted
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Weston
from Bangor, at Farnsworth Mu
the active Lion’s year, a total of 33 Jr. and son Bruce. Mr. and Mrs. 7 o’clock- Rev Merle Conant will parents. Dr and Mrs. A E. Hamlin luncheon and 99 attended the meet- , to life Insurance selling after sev
seum, June 26 Guests were Shir- and son Waite have returned from perfect
attendance pins were James Wentworth and sons John | preach on thesubject "God.
the of Biaircliff Manor. N. Y. honor- ing. Worthy Grand Matron Mrs. eral years as a professional engin
ley Merrill and parents. Mr. and Aroostook where they passed their awarded by Lions International and Peter of Hope, Mr. and Mrs i Source ofFreedom."The Official
ing their 50tli wedding anniversary. Dons Whitney was present.
eer and his speech and stories still
Mrs. Merrill; Mr. and Mrs. Fred- ; vacation.
Miss Edith Wall and mother Mrs. retain the lusty vigor ot his earl
and given out by it's representa- Alton Horton and son Stephen and I Board will meet,following the eve- Over 30 guests were present. A proThomas Payne and family have
gram of music and readings were Lena Wall left Friday evening for ier occupation. "Never regretted the
erlck Hynd. Allen Hynd of Cushing
tive I. C. Bill Kelly The following daughter Sylvia. Mrs. Arthur Heal, ning service.
and Jeff Carpenter of Hartford. moved to Farmington.
enjoyed. Dr. and Mrs Hamlin were Braintree, Mass. Miss Wall will fly change for a minute," he said and
"made the grade"; Al Adams. Sher- Miss Gertrude Heal. Miss Frances
Mr. and Mrs George Howard
Conn.; William Eves, Anthony
presented with beautiful bouquet to California to visit her sister for his enjoyment of the life insurance
At
the
First
Baptist
Church.
wood Armstrong, Archie Bailey. Dailey, Arthur Heal Lawry and
Brannigan. Coleen Phair of Bruns have had for a house guest Miss George Boynton. Joe Brewster, Kip Ruth Arnold, and Mrs. Eugenia Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will be of yellow rases A buffet luncheon two weeks. Mrs. Wall will remain field is so evident an£ his belief In
wick and Topsham; Mr and Mrs. Beatrice Spaulding of Boston.
with her son and family Mr. and its importance to the well being ot
Burkett. Ernest Cookson. David Horton. A story hour, conducted by preaching in the 10.30 service on was served.
Miss Eunice Ross, is spending her
Desjardins of Augrusta. Hany
Mrs Warren Wall.
the population is so great that half
Crockett, Leon Crockett, Roland Brenda Start was enjoyed by the the subject, "Two Looks." Chester
Stewart, Mrs. Bess Gowdy of Thom- | vacation in Connecticutt with relWiley of Warren wil! be guest solo
Children's Playground
Crockett. Herbert Dale, Cliff Dick- children.
his bearers were tempted to join
, atives.
aston.
ist in both morning and evening
The Rockport Playground, a new his staff.
ey, Urban Dougherty, Charles HudChildren’s Theatre
Mrs Ida Castner is passing a
services. The prayer groups will
venture sponsored and actively
Kelly B. Crie was drafted to lead‘d
son. Doug Kelley. Bill Kelley. Bob
Miss Katherine Kollmer of San
few days in Warren.
meet at 10.15, and small children
backed by the Rockport Booster the singing for the day and jjerLaite,
Frank
Leonard,
Ken
Libby,
Calif.,
director
of
the
Chil
1901 LAKEWOOD 1952
Mrs. Myrna Benner, Randolph is
will be cared for in the nursery
Club, will begin its first Summer | formed with such verve and suc
AH This Week—Matinee Sat.
at the heme of her daughter, Mrs. Herb MacCoole, Roy Morang, Bill dren's Theatre division of the Cam- during the morning service. All
season, Monday June 30.
cess that the rafters still ring.
Otto.
Fran
Perry.
Emerson
Raw.ey.
den
Hills
Theatre
arrived
on
TuesLinwood Miller.
"LO AND BEHOLD”
The playground will be under the
Harold Robinson, Howard Rollins. day An extension of the deadline departments of the Church School
Frank
Friend,
Bangor,
has
been
will meet at 12. The meeting of
For boclal Items In The CourierWeek Beg. Monday Eve. June 30
direction of Bill Judkins. Play
■ 11 '
~
for applications has been extended
, in town.
the Ambassadors for Christ, for
tf
ground hours will be 9 to 11.30 in Gazette. Phone 1044. City
Mats. Wednesday and Saturday
. July 1. Bring dishes. Committees through June 27. Additional names
young people will be held at 6.15
the morning and 1 to 4 in the after
are to be announced for the Sum- 0{ children who have joined are
Lakewood Players present
and will include the showing of col
noon. The program designed for
[ mer bazaar If stormy picnic will be Wilma Leonard, Patricia Martin,
ZASU PITTS In
ored slides of the 23d Psalm. A
boys and girls of all ages will in
Wednesday night.
UNION
Marianne
Stanley,
Catherine
Wolfe,
PRIVATE
READING
and
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
"RAMSHACKLE INN”
prayer rneeting at 7.15 will precede
A Civil Defense meeting of Michael Gray, Jane Packard. Pen- the evening service at 7.30. in
Mrs. Florence Calderwood
Questions
Answered.
$1.00
Her Broadway Mystery
Correspondent
Ground Observers Corps will be ny Donaldson and Deborah Hanna. which Mr. MacDonald's subject
REV. RUTH MATHIAS.
Telephone 10-24
Comedy Hit
I held at the High School building Applications and information may ■ will be “God's Helpers.”
ADVISOR
The Hotel Thorndike.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Tuesday. July 1,
; Monday at 7.30 p. m. Representa- be obtained at the Smiling Cow or Happy prayer and Praise meeting
All Seats $1.20, $1.80, tax inc.
’ | RUE AND
Paula Was Two Women . . .
9 to 9. Wednesday 9 to 2 p. m.
Mrs. Cora Hawes Morris of Bos- tives of the Air Force will give rea- from Mrs. Ray Worthen and Mrs. will be held at 730 on Tuesday. ___________________________ 75-7f
Both Wonderful . . , Only One
ruly onderful
ton. Mass., has employment as 80113 why 8™und observers are nec- Brampton Parker.
A Youth for Christ Rally will be
Above Suspieion . . . What
camp nurse at Camp Merestead essar>' and how t0 sPot and report!
------------------conducted by Tai McNutt and his
Would You Have Done???
a J,
the ig eagues
I aircraft. Public is asked to attend. 1 Tip to motorists: If you insist on assistants on Thursday beginning
Camden.
Special Attraction
GAME PARTY
Mrs. Ruth Leonard entertained taking corners on two wheels, bet at 7.45 in the church auditorium.
Mr and Mrs. Edwards Mathews
ig ove tory
ter change to a bicycle.
• * * *
the Warren High School a Stanley party Tuesday evening
SAT. NIGHT, JUNE 28 |
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT attended
At St. Peter's Episcopal Church,
ONLY APPEARANCE |
Alumni on Thursday evening.
At the
NEVER KNEW
Rev. E O. Kenyon, rector. Sunday
William Hawes spent a night re
THE THRILL
parish communion and sermon at
Amc,’can Legion Home cently with Herbert Hawes, his
Henry Ricker
DANCING TONIGHT
THAT S EVERY
MAVFilK K ST., ROCKLAND
9.30; daily Mass at 7.30 except on
family are spending the Summer
WOMANS
And Hi*
FREE Pus leaves Wood's Taxi at Lake Sebasticook. Newport, Me
Monday and Saturday. Morning
RIGHT!
Station, Winter St., at 7.00 and
prayer
and
sermon
at
St
George's
All ladies interested in the work
14-Piece Band
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Chapel. Long Cove, Sunday at
of the Friendly Circle of Methodist
Lloyd
Rafnell
and
His
Orchestra
Game Starts 7.30 P. M.
10 30.
^OAKLAND PARKS
3-S-tf Church are invited to a pot luck
•• • •
NIGHT BEFORE 4th DANCE
picnic supper at the home of Mrs
The Littlefield Memorial Free
THURSDAY, JULY 3—10-2
Aubyne Hawes Tuesday at 6 p. m
PAVILION
Baptist Church services for SunWarner

Thomaston Lions

j
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LAKEHURST — Damariscotta

LORETTA YOUNG

U. S. RTE. 1, ROCKPORT

Camden Theatre

ROCKLAND

DRIVE-IN
CORRECTION!
The Pictures Scheduled for
Sunday and Monday, June 29-30
Have been withdrawn until July 8-9-10

Itnrettr

Rockiand
4*i>

MIDNIGHT SHOW JULY

POSITIVELY NO ADVANCE

The Corrected Program Is As Follows:

JACK OAKEE

“WILD NORTH”

“G. I. JANE”
NOW SHOWING

in
//fi

THE MERRY MONAHANS'
Also Short Subjects

“Show Business” - “White Tower”
IAINFS

A4OST

MCOfDN

ORIVrtN

78 79
MdlN'k
r*3eer hiChtli

LAST TIME TODAY
JUNE 28

DAWN DANCE JULY 3

Be Wise * Win a Prize
It’s Cash Night!

Jimmie Hanson’s Band

“I’LL NEVER
FORGET YOU”

WALDO THEATRE

modern
ousk

drive-in

't/l

■ • 11 ■ 1

Tyrone Power, Ann Blyth,
Michael Rennie
— also —

Gene Autry, Pat Buttram,
Virginia Huston
SERIAL—Chapter No. 14
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 29-30
Their first picture in color!
The last word in laughs!

ABBOTT <& COSTELLO

“JACK AND THE
BEANSTALK”
NEWS
CARTOON
SHORT

Bros

DORIS TTh

RONALD

LYlEAGANi

10 P. M. to 3 A. M.

in... ANO AS

TAe

Their Love Defied All the
Laws of Nature:

“NIGHT STAGE TO
GALVESTON”

DONALD 0 CONNOR
PEGGY RYAN

SUNDAY AND MONDAY, JUNE 29-30
Stewart Granger - Wendell Corey
In Breath-Taking Technicolor::
Also on same program—Jean Porter, Tom Neal

PRICES!!

Regular Admission Price

WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00. Simday at 3.00

LAST TIME TODAY
JUNE 28
Jeff ('handler, Susan Cabot,
John Lund ln
"THE BATTLE AT
APACHE PASS"
In Technicolor

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
JUNE 20-30

«« «WT SMITH • ALEXAAKR KNOX

Swha

Oj MMS
ood WKiiAM UCMHOM
FrcActf 0v 3UOOY ttlP • Rfetl»d by WXXXPH HATt

inniny
^eanf '

MONDAY NIGHT
Everybody Plays

FRANK

“HONEY-POT”
Cash Prizes
Starts at 8.30

TODAY

ENDS SATURDAY

“SCARLET ANGEL”-

“KANGAROO”
— In Technicolor —

In Technicolor with

Yvonne DeCarlo. Rock Hudson

Vivien Leigh, Marlon Brando in
“A STREETCAR NAMED
DESIRE’’
with Kk* Itamtor. Kart MaMoa

i

Knox©

ly-Thursday-Saturdiy
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Social Matters

District 11, 0. E. S„ Holds a
Successtul School Of
Instruction

The School of Instruction for
District No 11. Order of the Eastern
Star, was held Wednesday after
noon with Harbor Light Chapter of
Rockport as hostess. Miss Marion
Upham, District Deputy Grand
Matron was in charge and 95 mem
bers were registered. Mrs. Dorothy
F Whitney of Machias, WorthyGrand Matron was honor guest.
Members were present from Har
Mts Oeraldine Bajor and sons
bor Light Chapter of Rockport;
Jack e and Bruce of Chicago,
Golden Rod of Rockland; Seaside
arrived Friday night to spend two
of Camden; Orient of Union; Mar
mon ihs with her parents, Mr. and
guerite of Vinalhaven; Beach of
Mrs. Maynard Jacksor., South Main
Lincolnville; Ivy of Warren; Naomi
street.
of
Tenant's Harbor; Forget-me-not
Mrs. Annefta C. Doe of Doverof South Thomaston; Fond-du-lac,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Carresi of Foxcroft was supper guest of her
Washington; Grace of Thomaston;
East Boston, Mass, are spending niece, Mrs Harold Karl, Granite
Lone Star of Islesboro and Beth
the week, as guests of Thomas An- street, Thursday night.
any of Stockton Springs.
astasio at his cottage. Queen Ma
The exemplification of the busi
Betsy
Barter
Richardson,
daugh

ry'' at Megunticook River.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Rich ness and ritualistic work of the or
Mrs. Ochea Sidensparker will re- ardson of Stonington, went Friday der was held with the following
m to her home in Portland today to Med-O-Lark Camp. Washington, corps of officers filling the chairs:
Athleen Pease of Golden Rod,
witer spending a week with Miss for the season.
worthy matron; Laurence Perry of
Beatrix Flint. Summer street.
Grace, worthy patron; Dorothy
The Olds Family Wood and Robie Ames of Beach, as
Members of Golden Rod Chapter
sociate matron and patron; Kath
No. 8 OJLS, who attended School of
Instruction for District No 11 held Former Rockland Folks Are erine A. Veazie and Helen E. Bean
Wednesday afternoon at Harbor
Prominent In West Coast of Golden Rod. secretary and trea
surer; Lillian Simonton of Harbor
Light Chapter, Rockport under the
Life
Light, conductress; Fannie Maki
direction of Miss Marion Upham,
District Deputy
Grand Matron
James H Olds of Santa Clara, nen of Naomi, associate condustwere Mrs Athleen Pease, worthy youngest son of Dr. and Mrs. Cor ress; Carolyn Davis of Ivy, chap
matron; Mrs. Mildred Achorn, as win H Olds of Campbell, will re lain; Orace Bartlett of Fond-u-lac,
sociate matron; William Weed, as ceive his commission as a second sarshal; Faye Stetson of Grace, or
sociate patron; Miss Katherine A. lieutenant in the United States Ma ganist; Alice Simonton of Harbor
Veazie, secretary: Mrs. Helen E. rine Corps when he graduates Light. Adah; Ethel Cain of Seaside.
Bean, treasurer; Mrs. Vivian Vi from San Jose State College Fri Ruth; Adele Hopkins of Seaside.
nal, conductress;
Mrs. Dorothy day. Olds is an overseas veteran Esther; Marion Colby of Forgetjlpear, associate conductress and of the Marine Corps, and is now a me-not, Martha; Enid Monaghan
Mrs. Gertrude Boody, Mrs. Clara deputy sheriff with the county of Naomi, Electa; Virginia Han
Watts, Mrs. Georgie Rackiiff, Mrs. sheriff’s office. He will receive his nan of Orient, Warder and William
Golden Munro, Mrs Frances Morse, degree of A.B in Police Science Weed of Golden Rod, sentinel Milj drede Harjula of Forget-me-not
Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Millie from SJS on Friday.
Olds' father, minister of the Con and Dorothea Phillips of Fond-duThomas, Mrs. Riah Knight. Mrs.
Retta Cole, and Mrs Nellie Dow. gregational Church of Campbell lac acted as candidates during the
Mrs. Pease, Miss Veazie, Mrs Boo will say the invocation at the com initiatory work.
The examination of a visitor was
dy, Mrs. Watts, Mrs. Rackliffe, mencement exercises, and the sec
Mrs. Bean, Mrs. Munro. Mrs. Morse, ond lieutenant’s bars will be pinned exemplified with Mrs. Katherine
on by his wife, Dorothy, and his McFarland of Seaside as the visi
Mr. Weed, George Bean and Carle
mother.—From the San Jose tor and Mrs. Aune Bragdon of Na
ton Morse attended the inspection
(Calif.) Mercury.
omi, Mrs Constance Durkee of
of Beach Chapter at Lincolnville in
Supplementing this • interesting Orient and Mrs. Eleanor Conway
the evening with Mrs. Dorothy
information is the following per of Marguerite as the examining
Whitney of Machias. Worthy Grand
sonal letter from Mrs. Velma G i committee
Matron as the inspecting officer.
Olds:
The Landmarks of the Order
"Jim reports to Quantico Marine were read by Doris R Arey, worthy
Base in Virginia for a six months’
matron of Marguerite Chapter.
school before being assigned. He
Question and answer periods
1
0. A. R. HALL
>tnd his wife are driving East the
j were held following each part of
first week of July.
Saturday, June 28
the work and explanations were
"Jessie and her family came from
5-7 O’clock
| given by the district deputy. The
Oregon for the graduation exercises.
Auspices of Anderson Auxiliary
sings and passes of the degrees
There were over 2100 in the graduwere exemplified with all members
taking part.
The Worthy Grand Matron spoke
EXTRA SPECIAL MENUS
briefly commending the deputy on
at
i the excellence of her school, and
, the fine attendance. She also exBURNS HOMESTEAD
: plained several new legislations enROUTE 1
WARREN
i acted at the last Grand Chapter
sessions
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
i Preceding the school a luncheon
was served to the many members
Baked Beans - 65c
by the hostess chapter with Mrs
Home-Made Brown Bread
Nellie Lawton in charge.—by Kath
erine Veazie

!•:, snd Mrg Kenneth Mignault
motored to Boston over the week
end They were accompanied by
Mr /and Mra. Prank C. Bridges.
Sr. fwho spent the week-end with
daughter and son-in-law. Mr
’,Mrs Thomas Dion. Mr Dion’s
Mrs A. J. Dion of Key
West Florida, is spending an ex
tended vacation with them.

Mrs Ochea Sidensparker of Fortland was a guest of the D.D.T club
i Thursday night for supper at
Mayo's Lobster Wharf. Following
supper the group adjourned to the
home of Mrs. Marguerite Harris for
dessert and an evening of canasta
Mrs. Gertrude Boody won the high
! score and Mrs. Sidensparker was
j presented a guest prize. Others
1 present were: Mrs. Phyllis Harvey.
Mrs. Bertha Humphrey, Mrs Paul' ine MacWilliams, Miss Beatrix
Flint, Mrs. Carrie Palmer and Mrs
Pearl Dodge.

SUNDAY SPECIAL

With All the Fixings

FREE STRAWBERRY SHORT CAKE
Given Saturday Through Sunday With Every Meal

352,

smaStSigSg

HIGH

TIDE

s
CAMDEN

ROUTE 1

WILL OPEN SATURDAY, JUNE 28th
OPENING SPECIAL

Roast Prime Rib of Beef - S3.00
OTHER DINNER SPECIALS—$1.75—$3.50
Also a la Carte Service

LUNCHEON—12-2
DINNER—5:30-8

*

Open Every Day Except Wednesday

Distinctive

Handbags....

• • •

These entirely new handsome Handb&gs are

made in an array of brilliant stripes or solid
Each containing a small coin purse of
■»
,
matching material. Sturdy, heavy canvas, yet.

colors.

are feather light in your hand
ft

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
ff:

TEL. 1036 M
18 WILLOW ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.
33*T&S*60

ating class
"Anson is still flying a navy pa
trol bomber and has just gone for
ward from Hawaii again, this time
being based in Okinawa.
"Dr. Olds who is the senior chap
lain in the California Guard is at
San Luis Obispo for the annual en
campment. Next month he will |
leave for New York for the annual
Chaplains' Convention.
“We are glad that we can still
keep in touch with all our friends
and the doings in Rockland
through The Courier-Gazette.”

If bad habits could only be
broken as easily as good promises,
we’d all be better off.

Sf

George shower

Her Farewell

In Which a Surprise "Stork’ Honors For Miss Eda Knowl
Played An Important
ton In a Bay State
Part
Church

|

PUBLIC SUPPER

Roast Turkey - $1.25

Knox Business College Graduates Four

Mrs. Abraham Small was honor

V

A farewell

reception honoring

i guest at a surprise stork shower Miss Eda A. Knowlton was held in

1
Award winners at the annual banquet of the Knox Business College Thursday evening
Left to right
are: Herbert L. MacCoole. Camden; Mrs. Priscilla Costa. Glen Cove; Mary T. Leland, Rockport; Mrs.
Marjorie Mayo, Thomaston and lloward Dearborn, Camden, ln the back row are: Fred Kenniston of War: ren and John Jenkins of Thomaston.

The graduation exercises and
i banquet of Knox Business College
were held at Rockland Hotel.
Thursday, at 7.30 There were about
30 in attendance.
Christy Adams, the guest speak
er was introduced by Herbert Mac
Coole. Mr Adams was the Law
instructor last year and very popu
lar with the students.
The diplomas and awards were
i presented by Lena K Sargent,
director of the School as follows:
Frederick Gustaf Kenniston of
Warren, Secretarial Science.
Priscilla M Costa of Glen Cove.
Executive Secretarial.
Herbert L. MacCoole of Camden.

, held at the St. George home of Mrs.
John Kinney Wednesday night.
Mrs. Guy Nicholas and Mrs. Ralph
Hopkins were assisting hostesses.
A stork centerpiece filled with
pink and white roses was attract
ively surrounded by stork favors for
each guest. A pink parasol with
matching tapers completed the
arrangement.
Mrs. Small received many dainty
gifts after which party games were
played. Prizes were won by Mrs.
Warren Barrows and Miss Made
line Phiibrick.
Refreshments carrying out the
pink and white theme were served
by the hostesses. Mrs. Edward Gor
don dipped the punch.
Mrs Isidor Gordon was a special
guest.
Other invited guests were Mrs.
Joseph Lamb. Mrs Frederick New
comb, Mrs. Phyllis Kaler, Mrs. Roy
Joyce, Mrs. S. W Blackman. Mrs.
E Allen Gordon. Mrs. Richard Han
son, Mrs. Samuel Small, Mrs.
George Huntley. Mrs. Bud Jordan.
Mrs. Joseph Jaynes. Miss Genevieve
Mair, Mrs. Arthur Jordan, Mrs.
Barrett Jordan and Mrs. Ralph
Cowan.

the First Baptist Church Bunday
evening, marking the close of her
nine years as director of Christian
Education and Youth Work there.
In the receiving line with Miss
Knowlton were the pastor af the
church, the Rev Nathan W. Wood,
and Mrs Wood; the chairman of
the board of deacons. Dr. Aivln T.
Howell and Mrs Howell; John 8
Crosby, superintendent of the
church school, and Mrs Crosby;
Earle Sexton, representing the Pro
testant Youth Council: Malcolm
Griffin. Jr., representing the young
people of the church: Miss Caroline
D Higgins, chairman of the Board
of Christian Education.
Little Miss Marilyn Hall pre
sented Miss Knowlton with a bou
quet of yellow- roses and gladiolas.
and representatives of the various
departments paid tribute to her
work.
The presentation of a purse on
behalf of the church was made byMr Wood.
The program also included music
by Harvey R. Davies, church or
ganist, and Miss Phyllis Wyman,
violinist.
Presiding at the refreshment
table were Mrs Paul A. Smith and
Miss Emily Johnstone, assisted by
a group of girls from the Senior
High department.
At the punch tables were Miss
Audrey Tufts and Miss Miriam McNay, assisted by members of the
World Wide Guild.
Miss Louise Brown and Miss Safly
Forbush were in charge of the guest
Book, the gift of the Youth Fel
lowship. which was given to Miss
Knowlton with the signatures of
more than 200 guests present.
The general committee for the
evening included Mrs. Malcolm
Griffin, Mrs. Clarence Estey, John
Crosby and Miss Caroline D Hig
gins, assisted by representatives
from the various organizations in
the church.
Ushers were under the direction
of Robert Crawford. Members of
the decorations committee were
Mrs. Ernest Gustin. Miss Elaine
Gustin. Mrs. Charles Polleys, and
Mrs. Herbert Thompson. In charge
of refreshments were Mrs. Walter
Bullock, Mrs. Harry Thompson,
Mrs. Clarence Estey. Mrs. Stanley
Shand. Mrs. Warren Zwicker. Mrs.
Raymond Farrar Mrs. Frank Locke.
—From the Arlington 'Mass.i Ad
vocate of June 12.

Higher Accounting and Business l presented with special certificate
Administration.
for Proficiency in Shorthand by
Mary Theresa Leland of Rock Thomas Shorthand of New York.
port. Accounting.
Howard Dearborn of Oakland
Other Awards;
Park received the Certificate of
Herbert I,. MacCoole won the Progress in Accounting from the
award given by the Time Magazine Southwestern Publishing Company
to the outstanding student in for his record in Accounting.
"Affairs of the Day" contest.
Mary Theresa Leland of Rock
Certificate of Credit in Account port won the Certificate of Pro
ing was given to John A Jenkins of ficiency from Southwestern PubThe Lady Lions
Thomaston by the Southwestern J lishing Company of New York
Publishing Company for his record
Marjorie Mayo won the Certifi
in Accounting.
cate of Progress in Accounting.
Journey To Cheechako For
Frederick Gustaf Kenniston of
This completes the fourth year
Dinner Meeting—"Shore
Warren received Certificates of of training for the Veterans Many
Akers” Next
Progress and Proficiency from ; Koreans are making reservations
Thomas Shorthand of New York tor the Fall term which opens
The Rockland Lady Lions met
Priscilla Costa of Glen Cove was Tuesday following Labor Day.
Tuesday at “Cheechako” in Dam
ariscotta. for a dinner meeting with
music and still maintan a high 19 members present.
scholastic standing.
At the business meeting, con
It is always brought home anew ducted by Queen Lioness Katherine
what an ideal place the Main Gal Akers, the success of the recent
lery of the Art Museum is for such rummage sale was noted. Mrs.
intimate musicales. and we feel Blake Annis. chairman, thanked the
that we are indebted to Wendell entire club for their support and
S Hadlock, director, for making especially her committee: Mrs
these occasions possible. — By Akers, Mrs. Gerald Grant, Mrs.
Gladys St.C. Heistad.
Robert Gregory, Mrs. Keith Gold
; It does not seem amiss to predict
smith, Mrs. Fred Harden, Jr.. Miss
a brilliant future in the pianistic
Lots of jobs at a living wage still Lucille Koster and Miss Shirley
world for Miss Merrill since at 16 stand as our foremost guarantee Nelson.
she is more ably equipped than of social security.
The next meeting will take place
' many much older pianists. Already
Tuesday, July 8, at 6.30 p. m. at
she has won signal honors in vaIndividual freedom and the in- “Shore Akers,” Ingraham’s Hill,
riOus musical competitions, and has stitution of war will ever be at with Mrs. Akers as hostess. All
played several guest solo perform- war with each other.
members will take picnic lunches.
ances in Maine and Massachusetts.
Appointed to the phone committee
She is studying with Prof. Jules
Nations will find that nothing is were Mrs. Abbott, Mrs. Grant. Mrs.
Wolffers of Boston University, a more costly than military prepar Austin Nelson and Mrs. Lome Wed
notable musician and music critic edness—except lack of it.
An active mind in an active body
lock.
for the Christian Science Monitor.
is a great aid to longevity—partic
The worst thing about history
In her Senior year in High School
Many a man keeps his nose to ularly for pedestrians.
it is amazing that she is able to is that every time it repeats Itself the grindstone so his wife can turn
make such marked progress in her the price goes up.
hers up at the neighbors.

. THRILLED BY CONCERT

Shirley Merrill, Bangor Pianist, Delights
Her Storm-Limited Audience

The severe and prolonged thunder storm last night raised havoc
with the plans of 'mice and men,’’
and certainly prevented many
music lovers from attending thtconoert at the Farnsworth Art
Museum presenting Shirley Merrill,
pianist, of Bangor. It was most re
grettable as opportunities 'to hear
a more gifted young pianist than
this 16-year-old girl are few and
far between.
The audience which included sev
eral df our local representative
pianists such as Mrs. Bess Battey
Gowdy and Erik Lundin, of Thom
aston; Mrs. Alcada Hall Desjar
dins of Augusta; Alan Hynd of
Cushing; Mrs. Katherine Newman,
and others, also William Harms of
New York and Rockport, was warm |
in its appreciation and trib ite. w.d
must have convinced Miss Merrill
that she had scored a triumph all
her own.
Miss Merrill, herself, is a lovely
girl with much natural charm.
Gowned in coral organza she made
as appealing picture at the piano
in its artistic alcove settng. flanked
by plants and flowers on high
pedestals. Seldom does one see
more beautiful hands than Miss
Merrill possesses—small, exquisitely
shaped and flexible. Her playing
has an amazingly adult approach— :
in grasp of technique, sensitivity of
color, singing tone, power, tonal
shading, and facility. And -one is
able to drink in her music in its
full since she is easy and relaxed
at the piano, entirely free of man
nerisms. She is a joy in every
way.
SCRAPBOOK FACTS
Miss Merrill played this prograrp:
“VACATION”
Sonata in C-minor,
Beethoven
As I sit here at my desk starting
iPathetique)
Grave: Allegro Di Molto e Con Brio to write that column, a noisy baby
Adagio Cantabile
i sparrow is sitting on the ledge of
Rondo (Allegro)
Waltz,
Chopin my window trying to distract my
Mazurka,
Chopin ..
Chopin | s«enU°nScherzo,
Intermission
By its fluttery action, I know
Clair De Lune,
Gershwin
wants» it wants its supper
Rhapsody In Blue
condensed solo arrangement by and like all babies they know how

The
<
Children’s Corner

WHEN YOU CONSIDER

seen his wife or two daughters be
fore.
We arrived at the farm in the
dark. It was quite late and we
had been on the road for hours.
The girls were abed but “Aunt Sue"
as I was to call her. was wating
for her spouse’s arrival.
She
seemed quite surprised to see me.
but made me feel at home. "Will,
here, is going ter be a farmer." said
Uncle Wint, “gonna make’ a good
one too.” I looked at him rather
dubiously as my mind had not
reached the stage of deciding such
a momentous decision.
I was shown to my sleeping quar
ters which proved to be a room in
the attic. It was delightful—fourposter bed. straw and corn tick
underneath covered over with a
downy feather mattress, handbraided rugs on the floor, sloping
roof, small and cozy. I went to bed
immediately as I was very tired.
It seemed as though I had just
gotten to sleep when I heard a
voice calling ‘‘Will, Will, time to
get up? No! there must be some
mistake as the room was dark. I
must have fallen asleep again and
then I felt a hand shaking me
gently but firmly. It was Uncle
Wint. "Come on Will, time to git
up—us farmers hev ter get up,
early. The early bird catches the
worm.”
I was no bird and I didn’t want
any worm; all I wanted was some
more sleep, but I arose and dressed
myself in the dark.
When I reached the lower floor—
Uncle Wint was there waiting for
me in the large kitchen, lit with
kerosene lamps. He had a large
lantern in his hand.
(Continued Next Week)

BUYING A DIAMOND
Are you confused about how to
choose a diamond? Uncertain about
the qualities to look for—the guar
antees to insist on? Fearful of
misrepresentation? So many con
flicting claims are made today that
it is no wonder that you are con
fused. However, tf you will remem
ber just three important things you
value and lasting enjoyment in the
diamond you buy!

First, remember that all diamonds
are judged by four (not one or two)
factors: color, clarity, cut and carat
weight. It takes an expert to judge
these four qualities and determine
the value of any individual dia
mond.mond. So the second safe
guide is to choose your ring by
brand name—one whose reputation
for quality and honesty is widely
known and fuly guaranteed. Third,
read the guarantee. If you do these
three things, we believe you will
choose a fine Artrarved diamond
ring, marked with the name Art
carved for your protection.

i poked fun at the rural folks—how
green they were in the city—so
P°eln wasDiscontent usually comes from
i “The greenest of green is the man
the city who spends hu va_
getting everything you want with
cation up here on the farm in Ver
out much of a struggle.
mont"—He tried to get the cow to
sit on the bottle and used the
cow’s tail for a pump.
My school vacation arrived and
atxr. ’ the same time Uncle Wint
arrived at our city home. Uncle
O,W!t» ““““
Wint (he was really a second or
First Movement and Oondenza
they want. There—what did I tell third cousin of my mother—and us
gecial solo arrangement by you Mother Sparrow has just ar- children called him uncle) was
■
Professor Jules Wolffers
!
J
spending the day in the city. Be
Her performance of the Beethovnth a mouthful of food and ing frugally inclined he always
ven Sonata was magnificently baby sparrow is now all aquiver, | planned to eat his meals at our
given, and it was most refreshing feathers plumed out, wings moving house, saved expenseshe said,
to hear a Chopin group that was I up and down, mouth wide open. ; During the meal hour he looked
more or less unfamiliar and which Thg mother
tucki
the food ; me over quite carefully and said to
Artrarved diamonds are registered
displayed a more robust side of
J my mother. “Will is getting to
Chopin than we are accustomed to
"'"ba y s unending throat.
.
qujtg # big boy"_turning to me
(or further protection and doubly
guarateedn
by America’s leading
hear. Debussy's "Clair de Lune”, All is now peace and quiet so [ ;,e asked. ‘How old be ye?” "Nine
ring manufacturer and also by na.
New
Arrivals
took on new beauty under Miss
will try to start this article— j years old,” I replied. “How’d ver
The Artrarved guarantee is the
most romplete and dependable In
Merrill’s hands—given lovingly, the Hm-mm—where was I before that Hike to spend yer vacation out on
in
the diamond industry-. It is the
exquisite shimmering quality was >wngstgr disturbed
muJe, the farm?’’Turning to my mother,
bond of a nationally known Ana
eloquently depicted, and yet did not, '
.
.
he said, “Just the place for him, I
SENTER-CRANE
’
S
with a reputation for quality and
lack substance. The Wolffers ar- , 1 ve f°rgotten, but say. that gives Jdo him good, like to have him if
true value and with more than MM
rangement of “Rhapsody in Blue" | me an idea—birds, berries—Sum- yeqj
bim go—what do you
years’ experienre. The Artcarved
Record
Dept.
was fascinating, and it is possible . mer vacation—vacation! there’s an [ think about it son?"
guarantee, as well as the distinctive
beauty of Artcarved designs and
that the Wolffers' arrangement of jdea, must tell you about a vacation i
Mother was not very favorable
the high standards of every Art
JAVF WIEDERH’N, SWEET
| the First Movement of the Grieg (?) that I had when just over the at
1 thou«ht 1 would Uk«
HEART
Vera Lvnn] carved diamond make us proud to
j Piar.o Concerto was the high light , .
it, so it was agreed that he would
suggest Artrarved* diamond ring*
baby sparrow age.
. .
'. .
, . . . . (HERE IN MY HEART
j of the program, since it served to
to you. Let ns show you our com
' nick me up after he completed his
Al
Martino]
plete collection, from *15 lo *5*W.
A poem I once read poked fun j business in the city.
display technique, depth, and an
Terms arranged, of course.
at the city vacationer who went J The farm was located quite some (MAYBE
' overall beauty.
Ferry
Como,
Eddie
Fisher]
In response to insistent applause from the city to the country to, distance from our home and auILKA
' tomobiles were not plentiful as
1 Miss Merrill added as encores— spend his vacation.
“Ritual Fire Dance” by Manuel de Many years ago—B-R-B-T (before they are now. so we drove out in
SEN TEI-ClA RE’S
Falla, and “Malaguena" by Ernesto radio and television) the nearest what he called a “Buggy’’ behind
Record Dept.—Basement
Lecuona. both superbly performed 1 some city folks got to the country “Old Ben.” a gray horse or "Hoss"
^TTTTCTj
Mall Orders Promptly Filled
and showing a canny skill in the was tha vegetables served at ;he as he called him. and I had never
moderns.
j table. The city slicker always visited his farm before, never had
Authorised
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Lakewood Theatre

AUTOMOBILE OUTPACES WAR

TueKby| Many Jobs Await

cotta is gaining slowly.
Sumner Williams, who hu
Mr and Mrs. Clayton Oliver are a guest of his mother, Mrs. Ch

LAWRY

keeping open house in observance Sumner Williams, hu returns
of their 50th W.-dding Anniversary New York. Mrs. William's dat
Sunday June 29 from 2 to 5 p. m. ter, Ann of New York, hu
and 7 to 9 p. m.
been a recent guest.
by
Prof, and Mrs. Frank Poster have
Mr. and Mrs. William Wa
Gladys S. Heistad
great heights here in Rockland and returned from Orono where he has of South WaldobOao were
been a teacher and are now guests of their daughter and
in the greater Rockland area, and
The nation's military deaths in
occuping their home for the Sum in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
it is expected that this demand will mer.
all wars since 1775 had reached a
Gas Turbine Ship oontinue for some time to come. Quite a few people from out of ter.Mrs. Lee and daughter, Fr»(
total of about 1,006.600 at the end
As I have mentioned more than However, one cannot look at An
I of two years of war in Korea, where
Calls began to come in to me as town are now occuping their cot Harriman, are occuping the
once, I don’t always confine myself drew Wyeth's pictures and not feel
approximately
19,350 American Crosses the Atlantic, First
stairs apartment of Miss
early
as last September, and dur tages for the Summer season.
to items about music in this col that he isn’t concerned with the
combat deaths have occurred 3ince
Of
Its
Kind
To
Conclude
Mrs. Eva Guptill and Arthur Lawry.
ing
the
school
year
35
to
40
stu

umn. However, my disgressions us troubles of the world and of the
|the invasion of South Korea June
Mr and Mrs. Bedfield Miller
ually pertain to what we call the individual man whose innermost
Dramatic Tests
dents could have been placed in Guptill of Portland were recent recent callers on his brother )
25, 1950, the Association of Casualguests
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
Etta
"fine arts,” which isn't too far feelings he senses and is able to
, ty and Surety Companies estimasister-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Cla
The 12.250-ton tanker “Auris"— excellent positions had they been Thompson.
afield since art. of which I am transfer to canvas so that those
[ ted today.
available and ready for them.
Miller of Dutch Neck.
1
already
famous
as
the
world
’
s
first
who
look
realize
and
suffer,
too.
about to speak, and music are
Luthur Wotten and his mother,
The
Association’s
continuing
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Bran
The
telephone
and
personal
calls
’
closely allied Since my connection His work has humanity, under
Mrs Albion Wotten. were callers
comparative study of war and traf merchant ship fitted with a gas 1
daughter. Jean of Bath, spent j
at
the
school
office
with
requests
a
t
the
home
of
her
son,
Chester
with the Farnsworth Art Museum standing and a loving sympathy.
fic deaths showed, however, that turbine—has made a new mark in ’
week-end at their cottage heri
my interest in art has become He looks within, never fear
by completing, for trained help, included such ' Wotton and family one day re
ZaSu Pitts
the total of highway fatalities since maritime history
Mrs. Ernest Brum of
places,
among
others,
as:
Central
I
cent
jy
Newsweek carried in its article
heightened and possibly my in
_ _ _ .. ,
the first automobile accident vic- two crossings of the Atlantic from Maine Power Co., New England
Waldoboro called on Sere Woj
ZaSu Pitts, famous comedienneI .
, „ . . „ „ . „.. „ England to the Caribbean area us
terest runs high when the names of reproductions of two of Peirce's
Mrs. Julia Wotten has employ
trm was killed in New York City 52
Waldo Peirce and Andrew Wyeth paintings—his “Self Portrait" which of screen and stage, will be the j vears and nine months ag0 u now ing only the new-type engine for Tel. & Tel. Oo, Waldoboro Ga ment at the North Lubec factory one day recently.
rage
(Waldoboro),
Abbott
Chevro

appear, for the Museum knows was shown in his one man show at guest star next week at Lakewood far ahead of the all-time war to- P°wer■
in Rockland
let Co. (Waldoboro), Stanley’s Ga
EAST FRIENDSHIP
them personally and their notable the Farnsworth Art Museum and a Theatre, beginning Monday night, tai. Since February, when the total
According to Shell Oil Company rage, City Manager's Office (2).
Captain John Mttrley of Fair
’ively glowing
picture
Family in "Ramshackle Inn," a mystery
work.
Mrs.
Edith Payson and frU
lives lost in highway accidents officials here, the "Auris" until U. S. Civil Service, Port Clyde haven. Mass , was guest of Mr. and
In the June 16th issue of News Group” which shows his wife Ellen, cnmpdv hv ftn™, Ratsnn t„ nrht«h equalled miltiary fatalities for the now has uscd the sas turbine in Packing Co.. Farnsworth Museum, Mrs. Clayton Oliver and family Mrs Dillaway and daughter
'
1
h h first time, the historic toll of conjunction with three regular deiNorth Weymouth. Mass., have I
week, in the Art Section, appears an and all five children—the twins, .
Thursdav.
H. H. Crie Co.,
spending a five-day vacation
or a year on Broadtraffic: deaths has surged sel engines.
excellent article concerning the ex Mike and Bill, Anna and the two s e s.arre
Dragon
Cement
Company,
Waldo

Mrs.
Eddie
Pherilp.
who
has
been
qqq a!x)ve tjje nation’s war fa- 1
The sh'P w‘th
revolutionary boro Garage (Rockland), General a guest of Mrs. Bedfield Miller, for Mrs. Payson's Farm. Monday,
hibit of the work of Peirce and small children Those of Wyeth's way and for another year on tour.
toring to Augusta to visit Mr. i
Miss Pitts, who appeared here
tality toll of 1.005,600
new P°wer Plant 15 a Product of j
c°rp (2), Medomak CanWyeth shown at the Institute of are "Northern Point" and "Winter
two weeks, has returned to her Mrs. Frank Cushing.
Contemporary Art in Boston, in 1946 ' which were shown here, and last Summer in “Post Road," broke
In the four months since the au- , the marine research and develop- , ning Co Rockland Loan and Build- home in Lewiston.
Rev. Mr. Hildreth of Broold
connection with the Boston Art Man From Maine" which won one every existing attendance record tomobile outpaced war as a killer, ment operated in England by the ] |ng
state of Malne, & ,arge
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sanderson. Conn., was in town Tuesday. f
| ^“Jith^om dieT enginTs'gen- ' InSUranCe company' Netoon Bros '
Festival celebrating New England of the prizes Wyeth has had be for 91 years and there is equal in- hlghway dealhs have ,
Mrs.
Helen
Sanderson
of
Wollas

stowed upon him this year thus far.
artists.
6500. This is more than 100 times
wlUl lour diesel engines gen a gummer camp (year-round job) ton, Mass, and Mrs. Alfreda Tosia and Mrs. Hildreth will arrive t
terest
in
her
return
this
season.
Rreater
than
the
increase
o{
in
,
erating
power for the electric pro- Stonington Furniture Co.
few days at their cottage at W< •
ITiis article terms Peirce and
of Jamiaca Plains. Mass, were
I went to the concert last Satur She has been starred or featured the number of American lives lost Pul®ion motor, she was designed
Wyeth as “two of America's finest
None of these opportunities was week-end guests ot Mrs. Hattie worth Point for the Summer.,
day night given at the Community in more than 100 pictures and her in Korean fighting while the truce with the idea eventually replacing
Dr. Perkins and patient of Ir
at low pay—the range was from Lawry.
realist painters" and pays tribute to
Building presenting the 17-year-old most recent one is "The Denver talks were being held at Panmun- j
diesel with the gas turbine $35 to $60. Mnny offered retirecaster, Mass , arrived last week
their work which shows they know
Mr.
and
Mrs
William
Pottle
and
pianist, Charles Hedlund. of Hing and Rio Grande," just being re
| unit. The turbine is rated at 1250 ment benefits, vacation with pay. Mrs. Clayton Oliver were Rockland Camp Oceanward.
jom during the same period.
New England. I loved Peirce's re
ham and Boston And I wish more leased.
Mrs. Frank Miller, Mrs. Ar(
; sick leave, etc. All offered excel- visitors one day recently.
With the automobile now jar horsepower.
marks concerning his and Wyeth’s
of Knox County’s pianists could
Among the many pictures in outpacing war as a mass killer of: According to John Lamb, the de- ient working conditions, regular
Wyllie of South Warren and 1$
pictures— "they made a funny con
Llewellyn
Oliver
has
returned
have been there and heard this ex which she has been seen are "Fran Americans, the Association said. signer, “A new era in ship propul- hours, and steady employment,
Vose of Pleasant Point motored
trast. I'm loose and Wyeth is so
tremely gifted boy. I wish in fact cis,’’ "Life With Father;” “The there is little likelihood that mili- sion has bee11 inaugurated." The I Most of these positions could have home from Monegan where he has Bangor Monday on business. )
meticulous." And how eloquently
been
a
teacher
for
the
past
year
that there had been more people, Guardsman,’’ "Nurse Edith Covell,” tary casualties will ever overtake turbine is smaller than convention- been filled by our students with
Dr. Gregory of Boothbay wal
that describes the work of these
for the audience was distressingly ‘Tish.” "Eternally Yours" and highway fatalities in the grim race al engines. It has only two moving one year of preparation, and in in the public school.
town Sunday to see Austin O.
two artists!
Mr
and
Mrs.
Lermond
Stetson
small Of course it is a big space to "Buck Private.” The role in "Ram- ^tween the two killers, unless mil- Parts, permitting simple operation , soma cases less. They were in the
and two children, Joyce and making the trip in his yacht.
The article—and rightly so—de fill and Saturday night is not the shackle Inn’
will give her fine jt&ry forces were
be destroyed and easy maintenance.
fields of accounting, secretarial
Mr. and Mrs. A. L Burns
Mieheal. were guests of Mr. and
votes more attention to Wyeth, for best night for a concert. Looking comedy opportunities for the use of
' Wholesale in any future fighting.
Initially the new unit was opera- j work, and other clerical occupacently left for the Summer, tc
Mrs. Clayton Oliver Sunday.
Wyeth is considered one of the around I saw so few we call our her fluttery hands and her wavery
Already the traffic accident toll’s te<* on diesel fuel, but it now runs tions Men and women were wantMiss Maxine Orff attended the ing the State and taking in h<
greatest—and by some as the great “representative” musical people—I voice.
lead equals the total of nearly on heavy boiler fuel, burning about ed, and age was no obstacle. The graduation in Waldoboro Wednes racing and fairs.
est—American painter of our gen don’t like to feel that it was in
Miss Pitts will be the first of the
requiremet in each case, however,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Blan
day evening, her sister, Lois Orff
eration This statement has come difference that kept them away. guest stars of the Lakewood Sum 13.000 combat deaths in the first three quarters of a pound per brake was for someone really trained.
ard and sor. of Brewer spent
war. when the horsepower-hour.
of
North
Waldoboro,
was
one
of
the
from more than one art critic, one We have small opportunity to hear mer and among the others will be , year of the Korean
„„ ,,
,
___ _
I want all the people of Rock
When the gas turbine was first
week-end with his mother at
„
_
•
.. „
average was 33 soldiers killed every
graduates.
of these critics being Dorothy Ad- a more gifted pianist than this lad Kay
Francis. Edward Everett Hor
installed and used alone for short land to know that there are such
Doral Farm.
day
against
99
automobile
deaths
want
them
1
Mrs
cla
y
ton
oliver
went
to
low of the Christian Science Mon who is already attracting consider ton and Veronica Lake. She is
periods, the ship ran so smoothly jobs for you if you
Mrs. Ethel Blanchard was a b
daily
on
U.
S.
highways.
Owing
to
'
Woodsford
Friday
with
Mrs.
Shiritor's st^ff, whose ability is recog able attention from well-known guest starring in a limited num
that no vibration cuold be felt enough to spend the necessary time
ness visitor in Thomaston Mont
the
comparative
lull
in
the
fight

J ley Bowley and Mrs. Gertrude
nized by many of the foremost Art musicians, among them Arthur ber of Summer theatres. Reynolds
even when a hand was placed on and study to qualify for them.
Irving Smith of Rockland wal
Museums. Peirce come in for much Fedler, who considers Charles Evans has been persuaded to re ing in Korea while truce negotia the engine casing.
Those who are prepared will get I Weaver of Warren where they at- town Saturday on business.
tions
continued
throughout
most
of
attention from the critics, however, most promising and recently en main a second week to appear in
them quickly. If you had heard tened the Grand Chiefs reception.
for there is a warmth and color and gaged him as soloist for one of fa a featured role and among the the second year of the war, the
Girls who know all the ansi
Usually those who are loudest in the urgent appeals for help during Mrs. Gertrude Chistic Grand Chief
dash about his pictures that make mous Boston Pops concerts, Charles others will be Eugene Stuckmann, daily average of combat deaths their threats are weakest in carry the past year, jou would not again of the Grand Temple of Maine.
are those who hae been out 1
a tremendous
appeal, especially studies with Leo Litwin of Boston, Bill Story. Larry Spector, Velma since last June 25 has dropped ing them out.
Mrs. Jane Carter Murphy is gain- . questionable men.
believe the statement I have so
those of his children and his fam a teacher of outstanding reputation Royton, Paula Houston. Frances from 33 to 19. On American high
often heard, that “there are no ing every day from a recent fall.
ily. In these he makes the love he and already has a remarkable grasp Helm, Dorothy Van Houten and ways, however, the average number
Tomorrow is the day that the good jobs in Rockland."
j
Norman Davis, son of Mr. and ( One sure way to keep from
feels for his family vivid and often of technique, singing tone, and col Martha Randall. Robert Pryor is of deaths has risen from 99 to 102 a thing you didn't put off today will
—Roy E. Adams. Principal Rock- Mrs. Ralph Davis, who is in the ing murdered by a hitchhlkei
day. during the war's second year, begin to sprout.
moving.
land School of Commerce.
Miles Memorial Hospital in Damis- never to pick one up.
or sense. Of course as is to be ex in charge of the decor for the setI liked so much what this article pected at this stage his work is ting which represents the living according to the study made b> tlie
had to say about Andrew Wyeth at more academic than sensitive and room or lounge in an oid tavern. Association s accident prevention
Starting with Wednesday, July department.
his Summer home in Cushing— expressive. Those are the things
When the Korean war started,
"When he takes his wife and two that generally come with maturity. 2. there will be matinees both on
Wednesday
and
on
Saturday
'
'.he
military death toll since 1775
children to Cushing, Maine, for the
It was regrettable that there were
Summer, he may go a month with no printed programs, and due to through July and August. Mati- totaled about 986250 while automoout getting an idea for a serious the atrocious acoustics of the audi nee curtain time is 2 30 p. m. and j hie accidents had claimed approxiin the evenings at 8 o'clock.
mately 944,000 lives up to June 25,
painting. Many artists consider this torium, no one was able to get the
Reynolds Evans in “Lo and Be- 1950. GI-X," the 1.000,000th Amercoastal village an unpicturesque names of the selections Charles
ican soldier to die in the nation’s
place— "That,” says Wyeth, "is just played when he announced them. hold" will be the attraction the
My intention was to buy a couple of those bottles of stuff, (called
wars, fell on a Korean battlefield
rest
of
this
week
and
there
will
be
what I like about it. You have to But I do know he played works by
a matinee of the Theatre Guild last September 3 or 4, according to
peer beneath the surface. The com Beethoven. Bach, Sibelius. Chopin
whiskey by some), go to the cottage and relax, and of course, celebrate, but
the Association. Three and a half
comedy hit on Saturday.
monplace is the thing, but it’s hard tone of which was "Fantasie Im
months later, "Victim X,” Amerwith this liquor scandal, I am just afraid to go into any of those liquor
to find. Then if you believe in it, promptu and another a waltz,) and
broken ankle right in his own home, ica's 1,090.000th traffic fatality was
have a love for it, this specific thing Debussy. In the Chopin "Fantasie
I do not know the full particulars killed on December 22, three days
stores for fear I might get mixed up or involved in the scandal, so, will be
will become a universal."
Impromptu' and the exquisite De however.
before Christmas. The identities of
When the Wyeth exhibition was bussy number one glimpsed a de
•* • •
the millionth victims of war and
OPEN FOR BUSINESS, ALL, DAY, ON THE FOURTH!
on at the Farnsworth Art Museum veloping feeling for moods. He was
Two "happy” pictures about Am traffic accidents remain unknown.
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